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STUDENT EVALUATION OF PROJECT

The Lower Columbia River transient moorage project was of interest to me for
several reasons. First, I have a strong interest in tourism/outdoor recreation as a mechanism
for economic development. Second, I am particularly interested in the integration of
environmental management programs into such economic development programs. The
project gave me a chance to explore, first-hand, the planning process and conflicts inherent
formulating such economic development strategies. Groups such as state government, local
govenunent, communities, and recreational users all have an interest in local economic
development issues, such as the development of recreational boating facilities in a given area
of the river. The Lower Columbia River transient moorage project was a chance to learn
about economic development from each of these viewpoints and to try to incorporate each
into a workable development strategy for a particular use of the Lower Columbia River.

Working on the Lower Columbia River transient moorage project afforded me the
opportunity to view first hand the role that various agencies play in the formulation and
implementation of policy. I was also able to witness the day-to-day interactions between
agencies in their jurisdictional activities. Most notably, as someone with a strong interest in
Extension work, I was given the opportunity to work in an Extension office for part of this
project, and to learn more about the roles that Extension Agents and Specialists may have in
local and state issues. I also learned about aspects of state agency functions, as well as about
interactions between local, state, and Federal agencies.

Aside from the anticipated learning experiences discussed above. I also learned a
great deal about political realities at all levels of operation of government, and about the
overall subjectivity Of the "consulting" process in which I was engaged. These issues are
discussed in greater detail below. This brief synopsis will also include an interpretation of
the potential impact of this project in Oregon, as well as a summary of areas for potential
future research which evolved from the project.

As expected, I gained ample exposure to the issues surrounding local economic
development through marine tourism/recreation through the work for this project. From the
local point of view, I interviewed city managers and other representatives from several
communities along the Lower Columbia River to provide infonnation for the report.
Through these interviews, I learned first-hand about some of the issues surrounding the
economic transition which these traditional logging and fishing communities are facing.

During the project, I witnessed examples of effective cooperation between state and
local interests in addressing some of the socio-economic concerns of transition communities,
through groups such as Extension and the Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB). I also,
however, saw examples, such as in the town of Clatskanie, where local interests were at
odds or irrelevant to concerns of Federal or other agencies. As discussed in the report, the
Clatskanie River was dredged regularly by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers until the mid-
1970's for the purposes of transporting logs. Since the river is no longer used for log
transportation, and the Army Corps mandate requires them to dredge only for the purposes
of commerce, Clatskanie has been unsuccessful in achieving a dredging project for
recreational boating. Town representatives are currently working to change this aspect of the
mandate of the Army Corps through the Oregon State Legislature.



With regard to learning more about the operation of Extension programs, I found that
my summer work was a classic example of a major service which Extension offices may
provide to local communities. Through pinpointing community needs and soliciting
appropriate information or studies from the sponsoring university, Extension programs
provide an important link between universities and the general public. I was also able to
spend time learning about other activities of members of the Columbia County Extension
office such as the Master Angler, and other teaching programs, and publication and video
development.

In the generation of the public transient moorage study for the Lower Columbia
River, both Oregon State University and the Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB) were
solicited by OSU Extension to provide assistance and guidance for the project. Thus, the
internship provided an opportunity to work with state government officials, as well. Indeed,
although the initial 3 months of work for the project was supported by OSU Extension
programs, 3 further months of work and the publication of the fmal report was supported by
the OSMB.

The fact that the OSMB operates somewhat differently than other state government
entities became obvious as I worked with OSMB throughout the project. First, under
488.875, the OSMB receives $4 million biennially from marine fuel taxes and boater license
fees to implement its facilities development and maintenance program. Although this fact
makes, at least for facilities programs, the OSMB less susceptible to statewide budget cuts,
OSMB monies are subject to the political whims of lobbying groups such as the Columbia
River Yachting Association. In other words, one of the main priorities of the OSMB is
necessarily to please these lobbyists so that they will continue to lobby for funds to be
appropriated directly to OSMB. In this sense, the OSMB is an extremely political entity, a
fact which will be addressed.

In an aspect of similarity to other state agencies, planning by the OSMB seemed to
be, most often, limited to crisis situations. In other words, with respect to facilities
planning, the OSMB would, due to time and staff constraints, build facilities on a site-by-site
basis, based upon where need was strongest at a given time. In contrast, for the Lower
Columbia River public transient moorage study, an entire river area was evaluated to provide
a blueprint for timely moorage development along this area of river. In addition, in this
study, input from other State and Federal agencies, such as U.S. and Oregon Fish and
Wildlife, was solicited from the onset of the planning process. Thus, these agencies, often at
odds with developments of the OSMB, had input into the planning process, and, hopefully,
conflicts will be minimal as this development plan is implemented.

Although, as mentioned, a great deal of effort was put into consultation of public,
local, state, and Federal entities for this project, I found that, in the end, inteipretation of
information for such a report/consulting project is necessarily subjective. Some of my fmal
decisions on prioritization of sites were contested by the contracting agency, the OSMB.
And, as basically a consultant hired by this agency, I felt strongly pressured to take some of
their viewpoints into consideration. Decisions were also made as to the inclusion or removal
of information in the report due to the political realities of the OSMB situation. Several
specific instances where these phenomena occurred are discussed below.
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For instance, with regard to the deletion of information from the report, an initial
draft of the report had included the suggestion that further consultation of gill net fishermen
on facility and siting might help to allay tensions between this group and Lower Columbia
River recreational boaters. Conflicts between recreational boaters and commercial fishermen
have, on several occasions, created negative publicity for the OSMB. Thus, it was decided
to eliminate discussion of that particular recommendation from the report, due to the feeling
that the OSMB should stay away from bringing up that issue for political reasons.

With regard to fmal decisions on the prioritization of potential sites for public
moorages, my initial selection of the top four priority sites included: Sandy Island, Astoria,
Pirate's Cove, and Lois Island. My decision to rank these sites as highest priority for
development had mainly focused on extending transient moorage facilities from existing high
use centers in St. Helens and Astoria, and building up a network of sites which were
manageable distances from existing facilities. The fmal decision on high priority sites as
altered by OSMB input was as follows: Rainier, Wallace Island, Aldrich Point, and Astoria.
Priorities for the OSMB were mainly dictated by the need to provide an initial overall
network along the Lower Columbia River (i.e. a network which divided the entire river
section into manageable distance between facilities) and by the need to please potentially
politically influential and vocal town residents by providing facilities near these communities.
For the town of Rainier, these facts were particularly evident, in that I had listed Rainier as a
lower priority due to the fact that, since the Rainier Marina rests on the "open" Columbia,
wave attenuating devices would be required to preserve a transient moorage at that site.
Although it had been previously agreed that naturally protected sites would be given higher
priority, the OSMB argued for the listing of Rainier as higher priority, presumably because
town residents were actively lobbying the OSME for such a development. Because the data

generated by the report could be interpreted to support both sets of conclusions, the
concession was made to move some of my selected priority A sites down to priority B sites.
On other issues, such as the listing of Crims Island, an environmentally sensitive site, as a
higher priority for development, I would not alter my initial decision although I felt
pressured by the OSMB to do so.

Another interesting aspect of this report was that the fmal priority decisions of the
OSMB were, in fact, although agreeable with, or vindicated by, the research done for this
project, basically known before the project began. In this sense, although the research
supported the final decisions made in the document, in many ways, it seemed that the process
to obtain the research conclusions was as important as the research itself. As such,
consultation of the public and other agencies was as important in obtaining support for the
OSMB pre-determined conclusions, as it was in obtaining the answers to hypothetical
questions. Of course, if the research results had been in disagreement with the OSMB
priorities, then some changes may have needed to be made. However, given the subjectivity
of the analysis of research data, I question whether the information could not have been
contorted to meet agency priorities in any situation. Thus, my confidence in the consulting
process as a means to make an unbiased evaluation of development projects has been heavily
impacted by this internship experience.

The enclosed report is slotted to serve as the major planning document for the OSME
in the development of recreational public transient moorage facilities on the Lower
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Columbia River. The OSMB is the sole public entity involved in funding, planning, and
development of such facilities in Oregon, and, with an annual budget of approximately $2
million, it seems safe to say that this agency is adequately funded to implement the plan.
The study has been reviewed by the OSMB agency board (which actually appropriates funds
for projects), and was well received by this entity during a presentation at a recent OSMB
meeting. As public transient moorage facilities are developed o the Lower Columbia River,
the State of Oregon, as well as local communities, will benefit from increased tourist
spending in this region.

Another indicator of significance and timeliness of the Lower Columbia River
transient moorage study is the presence of related projects which have or will evolve from
the initial study. Work to develop a Guide to Cruising on the Columbia River was initiated
by the OSMB in September of 1990. The guidebook will complement the development of
new facilities by publicizing and making boaters aware of these sites as they are developed.
In addition, the OSMB and OSU Extension representatives have stated interest in cooperation
on a 2nd project to develop a similar plan for transient moorages on the Columbia River
upstream from the Portland area.

Finally, several future areas of work have also been identified and listed in my report.
The two main areas for future work include promoting better coordination between
Washington and Oregon agencies in planning for use of the Lower Columbia River, and
studying and minimizing the impact of recreational boaters on the natural environment and
wildlife of the Lower Columbia River. The problem with the lack of coordination between
Oregon and Washington State agencies was noted from the outset of this study, and is
discussed in the report. Efforts were made to provide for Washington agency input into the
plan process. However, as Washington agencies involved in natural resource and recreation
planning seemed extremely fragmented, as well as uninterested in their management of the
Lower Columbia River, the hope was that their attention might be drawn in more of an after-
the-fact manner, by dissemination of this report to such agencies.

One unfortunate phenomenon which I was witness to during my summer research for
this project was the impact which recreational boaters may have on the natural environment
of the dredge spoil islands of the Lower Columbia River. One boating group was actually
seen disturbing a nesting shorebird and picking up the fledglings for photographs. In
addition to such isolated incidents, increased noise, trash, and sewage are other potential
impacts of increased boater presence on these islands, which are critical habitat for many
terrestrial, aquatic, and avian species. In addition to limiting the number of island-based
facilities and avoiding sensitive habitat on the Lower Columbia River, I made
recommendations that the OSME should be responsible for educating boaters through signs,
pamphlets, etc. on the needs of wildlife and on unacceptable behavior with respect to
wildlife. Another suggestion would be to use some percentage of the boater fuel tax funds to
provide for research on the impact of boating on wildlife, and mechanisms to minimize this
impact.

In conclusion, I feel fortunate to have had the opportunity to participate on this
project. In addition to providing me with an excellent learning experience in many respects,
I also worked with the knowledge that the end result, this report, would prove and useful and
practical piece of applied research for Lower Columbia River planning. Work for this
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project has been an integral part of my Master's Degree learning experience, and I feel that
the knowledge gained will be useful throughout my future career in marine resource
management and elsewhere. I would, once again, like to thank those involved in setting up
and supporting my work for this project.
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INTRODUCTION

The following study was commissioned by the Oregon State University Extension
Service, Oregon Sea Grant College, and the Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB) to address the
public transient moorage needs of large craft cruising and sailing vessels on the Lower Columbia
River. The study will focus on the Oregon side of the Columbia River. (A general vicinity map
of the Lower Columbia River area examined in this study may be found in Appendix D, at the
end of the report).

There are currently limited public (owned/operated) transient moorage facilities on the
Lower Columbia River downstream of St. Helens. The few that exist are located near existing
private/public marinas. In addition, there has been minimal study of this region for the
development of public transient moorage facilities. The Rafters Yacht Club Study of 1976
provided valuable information on potential Lower Columbia River sites. Based on extensive
interviews and a literature search, no other evaluation of Lower Columbia River sites for their
suitability as public transient moorage locations was found.

The following study represents the first comprehensive evaluation of the need and
potential for development of public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River,
downstream of St. Helens. The study will provide important baseline information to the OSMB
and other agencies concerned with planning for public transient moorage facilities. Such
information is crucial given the rapid growth in recreational boating seen for the Columbia
River, overall. With recent national attention given to the Columbia Gorge, in addition to
regional interest in the lower river reaches, it is important plan for the imminent explosion in
boating use. The study also includes the first known survey of boaters using public transient
moorage facilities in Oregon waters. The results of this survey provide valuable information
regarding an important segment of Oregon's recreational boaters.

Data from evaluation of potential public transient moorage sites on the Lower Columbia
River and the boater survey are analyzed in this report to generate recommendations for the
development of facilities on the Lower Columbia River. A major goal of the OSMB is to
develop a network of public transient moorages along the entire Columbia River, from Astoria
(West) to Juniper (East), a distance of 310 river miles. Through coordinating the development
of a linear network of public transient moorage facilities, the OSMB hopes to provide safe and
convenient moorage facilities for existing boating use, and also to accommodate increased boater
use of this region anticipated within the next five years.

This study will focus on the Lower Columbia as the first phase of the comprehensive
planning effort for the entire Columbia River. In this vein, recommendations from this report
will provide the OSMB with a preliminary plan of action for public transient moorage
development in the Lower Columbia River region. A summary of fmdings and
recommendations for action by the OSMIB may be found in the fmal section of this introduction.
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WHAT IS A PUBLIC TRANSIENT MOORAGE FACILITY?

The term "public transient moorage facility" is used to describe a connected series of
floating dock structures or mooring buoys which provide a tie-up location for cruising vessels.
Such public moorage facilities are referred to as "transient" facilities because they provide safe
moorage locations for larger boats "in transit" on the river. While small boats can use ramps
and "put in" at any location on a river, large "water-locked" boats must cruise to their ultimate
destination. For large recreational vessels out cruising for weekend or longer trips, public
transient moorage facilities provide necessary known and safe "points of way".

Although it is possible for cruisers or sailboats to anchor or tie onto log rafts for the
night on longer trips, most boaters prefer not to overnight in such risky conditions. Many
boaters have noted that they will only travel for overnight trips in places where there are existing
moorages. This caution displayed by boaters on the Columbia River system is indeed prudent,
given the extreme tidal fluxes, rough cruising conditions, and weather which may change
suddenly on the Columbia. To the extent possible, public transient moorages are strategically
located at sites off the main channel, these moorages also guarantee boaters protection from
waves and wakes generated by commercial boat traffic.

Public transient moorage facilities are distinguished from private marinas through several
characteristics. First, in general, public transient moorage facilities are open for use by all
boaters in Oregon waters, free of charge and on a first come first serve basis. In contrast,
private marinas and marinas operated through private/public partnerships require fees to be paid
for transient moorage.

Second, whereas public transient moorage facilities are devoted solely to temporary
moorage use, private and private/public marinas are focused more towards the provision of
permanent or seasonal moorage slips, due to economic reasons. Therefore, private and
private/public facilities generally only provide a minimal number of transient slips.

Generally the private facilities cannot provide transient moorage space for groups of
boaters traveling together, nor can they provide reliable levels of transient moorage space for
cruising boaters on crowded summer weekends. In comparison, the floating docks at public
transient moorages are typically 200 to 300 feet in length and may be set up in rows of one or
two docks. Larger public transient moorage facilities may accommodate up to 50 boats on
crowded weekends with boats "rafting" three-deep alongside.

The physical environment surrounding a public transient moorage facility may also
distinguish such a facility from a private or private/public marina. Public transient moorage
facilities may or may not be attached to a land base. They also may be connected to islands to
provide a unique marine park setting for boaters. Island parks provide a setting in which boaters
may hike, view nature, swim, and rendez-vous for group trips. At the same time, public
transient moorage facilities often provide boaters with access to support amenities such as
restrooms and picnic areas at island parks and convenience store shopping at small riverfront
towns. All of these features add up to provide a distinctive experience for boaters using public
transient moorage facilities in Oregon waters.
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The OSMB serves as the lead state agency in coordinating the planning and funding of
public transient moorage facilities. In this capacity, the OSMB administers a grant program
(ORS 488.875 and OAR 250-14), funded through marine fuel taxes and license fees, to assist
in the development and maintenance of boating facilities. One segment of the grants program
is to assist in the development of public transient moorage facilities and support infrastructure
needs such as restrooms. Grants are provided to local govermnents and other state agencies for
the development of these facilities. Development of a single 300 foot L-shaped dock for a
typical transient moorage facility costs $75,000 (1991).

Grant recipients ultimately own, operate, and maintain developed public transient
moorage facilities. Boaters are informed of facility use conditions through signs, and are
expected to regulate their use of facilities in accordance with controffing jurisdiction rules.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The need and demand for public transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia
River is clear. Over the past decade, growing levels of recreational boating in the Columbia
River near Portland has resulted in over-crowding in this area of the river. Statistics from the
OSMB's Statewide Boater Survey reflect not only an increase in the number of boaters spending
time in this region, but also a growing recognition among Oregon boaters that the Columbia
River near Portland is reaching or has reached its use capacity. This issue is especially
important to large cruising vessels that cannot easily maneuver or stop in crowded waterways.

This section presents background on the issue of overcrowding in the Columbia River
near Portland. OSMB Statewide Boater Survey statistics, as well as population trends for the
Portland Metropolitan region are discussed below. This analysis will provide insight into the
overcrowding problem, and potential causes and solutions.

Statistics from the 1990 OSMB

I :. I. e " .

'4

r.rwir4

IIi

FIGURE la - Total Boat Days of Use for 1987
and 1989 for Two Portland Area Boating
Locations
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Statewide Boater Survey demonstrate that
the waterways of the Portland metro area
are receiving increased use by a rapidly
growing segment of Oregon boaters.
Total Boat Days of Use on the Columbia
River in Multnomah County, as seen in
Figure la at left, rose from 278,737 days

per year in 1987, to 452,238 days per
year in 1990. Overall, boat use days in
Multnomah County actually increased by
66.2% over the past five years. (This
large increase, however, also reflects
large increases in boating in the
Multnomah County section of the
Willamette River) (2).

The 1990 Survy identified three
Portland Metropolitan counties as the top
counties with respect to new registered
boaters in Oregon. Clackamas,



Multnomah, and Washington County were listed
as first, second, and third, respectively, for
numbers of New Registered Boaters in 1989 (see
Figure lb at right) (2).

Such increases in boat use and boater
registration in the Portland Metropolitan region
have not gone unnoticed by the OSMB or other
river management entities. In the early 1980's,
the Oregon State Marine Board, in cooperation
with the Port of Portland, established two public
transient moorage facilities on Govermnent Island
to address the issue of separating commercial and

River - County
Location
Willaniette River - Multnomah

Willamette River Clackamas
Columbia River Clatsop
Columbia River - Multnomah

New Reiistered
County Boaters in 1989
Clackamas 1,849
Multnomah 1,680
Washington 1,512
Lane 1117
Marion 1,002

FIGURE lb - "Top Five" Oregon
Counties for New Registered Boaters (2)

% of Boaters
Indicating

14.3%
8.0%
6.6%
5.2%

FIGURE ic - "Top Five" Oregon Boating Locations
Listed as "Overcrowded" (2)

recreational boat traffic near Portland
(3). According to the 1990 Statewide
Boater Survey, however, many
boaters feel that there is an
overcrowding problem on the
Columbia River in Multnomah
County. The Willamette River near
Portland shows an even worse
problem of overcrowding, with
14.3 % of boaters indicating an
overcrowding problem in Multnomah
County, and 8 % indicating a problem
on the Willamette in Clackamas

County (see Figure lc at left).
In addition, the 1990 OSMB Survey indicates that Oregon boaters are aware of other

problems which are related to the crowding issue. For instance, of the 5,999 registered boaters
surveyed, 2,142 (the second highest tally) indicated that "moorage facilities need improvements"
in the Columbia River, as may be seen in Figure ld (2). Although the OSMB Statewide Boating
Survey does not go into the specifics of these
improvements, it is valid to suggest that some
of these improvements include the need for # of Boaters
transient moorage facilities. Location(Countv) Indicating

Population statistics from the Portland Location
Metropolitan area show a strong correlation Tillamook Bay (Till) 2,156
with the growth in boating use and new Columbia R. (Mult) 2,142
boater registration in the Metropolitan area. Columbia R. (no cty) 1,391
During the past two decades, the Portland w ette R.(Claek) 1,262

Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area Willamette It. (Mutt) 881
(Portland CMSA) has shown significant and
steady growth in population. The Portland FIGURE id - "Top Five" Oregon Locations
CMSA is composed of Multnomah, Where "Moorage Facilities Need
Washington, Clackamas, and Yambill County Improvements" (2)
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in Oregon and Clark County in Washington. The major population statistics for the Portland
CMSA are detailed in Figure le below.

Portland Metro 1970 Census 1980 Census 1989 Census 2000
Area/County Estimate

Multnomah, OR 554,688 562,647 581,000 584,430
Washington, OR 157,920 245,860 295,000 373,362
Clackamas, OR 166,088 241,911 265,500 335,140
Yamhill, OR 40,213 55,332 60,700 75,308
Clark, WA 128,454 192,227 220,400 258,115

Portland CMSA 1,047,343 1,297,977 1,422,600 1,626,355

FIGURE le - Population Statistics for the Portland CMSA

As may be seen, the population of the Portland CMSA increased by 23.9% between 1970
and 1980. Between 1980 and 1989, the Portland CMSA showed another significant jump in
population, increasing by 9.6%. This rapid population growth lead the federal government to
designate the greater Portland area a "level A" CMSA in 1983. Estimates by the Center for
Research & Census, at Portland State University, call for an additional 13.2% population
increase in the Portland CMSA between 1990 and 2000. If this year 2000 projection is correct,
the population of the Portland CMSA will have increased by 55.3 in the 30 years between
1970 and 2000 (1). A corresponding increase in new registration and boater use can also be
expected. One solution to the problem of growing recreational boating use in the Portland area
of the Columbia River is to shift this boating activity to an alternate region of the river. While
marine commerce should and will remain centered around the Portland region, recreational
boaters may be much more flexible in their choice of cruising destination.

The study area for this report, a 71 mile stretch of the Lower Columbia River which
flows from St. Helens to Astoria is an excellent potential resource for drawing recreational
boaters away from the Portland Metropolitan Area. This stretch of the Lower Columbia is a
scenic and easily navigable body of water which could provide excellent intermediate length
destination points for the average cruising vessel out of Portland.

In order to safely accommothte additional users, new transient moorage facilities need
to be developed as "attractions" and destination points. The majority of use of the Lower
Columbia River occurs in the area between Portland (RM 100) and St. Helens (RM 86), which
contains numerous private, as well as 6 public moorage facilities (For the purposes of this
study, RM, or River Mile, is taken to mean the mileage from the mouth of the river to a given
point). Downriver of St. Helens, the number of private marinas drops off significantly; in
addition, there are only a linlited number of locations where transient moorage facilities are
currently available. This study will show that there are many opportunities to develop sites and
that the increased boating use can easily be accommodated within the 71 mile stretch of river
between St. Helens (RM 86) and Astoria (RM 15).



STUDY GOALS

The Lower Columbia River Public Moorage Study was undertaken with the overall goal
of providing a framework for the development of an orderly system of public transient moorage
facilities on the Oregon side of the Lower Columbia River, from St. Helens (RM 86) to Astoria
(RM 15). The specific goals of this study are:

* To document existing use and determine projected demand for additional public
moorages downstream of St. Helens.

* To identify existing and potential new sites for public moorages on the Lower
Columbia River. Obviously, the OSMB has no jurisdiction to plan for facilities on the
Washington side of the Columbia River, so comments on potential sites are limited to
locations on the Oregon side of the river.

* To utilize consultation with state and federal regulatory and planning agencies in order
to minimize conflict and maximize planning efficiency. An important aspect of this goal
is the need for consultation and coordination with Washington recreational planning
agencies, so as to prevent duplication of facilities or planning for the same user group.

* To develop specific recommendations and priorities for the development of public
moorages in Oregon on the Lower Columbia River.

* To develop a document which will serve as a guide for the OSMB and other interested
governmental agencies in planning for public transient moorage development on the
Lower Columbia River.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report is organized to provide the reader with a broad overview of the issues related
to recreational development in the Lower Columbia region before moving into the details on site
specific recommendations for public transient moorage development.

Part I of the report introduces the Lower Columbia River area as a recreational asset.
This section includes information on existing moorage facilities for recreational boaters,
planning for additional facilities, historical recreational use of the river, and the
recreational attributes of this region of the Columbia River. Part I will also address
economic development and enviromnental issues which support the need for development
of moorages on the Lower Columbia.

Part II of the report describes the planning process which the OSMB uses in developing
new facilities, and discusses the role of this document in the overall planning process.
This section also includes discussion of the study methods used in this research effort.



Part III documents the outstanding need and demand for public moorage facilities on the
Lower Columbia River. The section contains relevant data on existing facilities, profiles
of select communities on the Lower Columbia, and reveals statistics from the survey of
104 recreational boaters.

Part IV outlines criteria used to evaluate potential sites for public moorages and displays
data collected on various sites. Ownership and regulatory issues are examined in detail.

Part V contains an analysis of survey and site data, as well as recommendations for
priority development by the OSME. Section V also contains preliminary site designs for
"Afl priority sites. The conclusion in this section details specific actions and
recommendations to achieve the overall goal of developing an orderly system of public
transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River.
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PART I: BACKGROUND ON THE NEED FOR PUBLIC
TRANSIENT MOORAGES ON THE LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER

1.1. STATUS OF MOORAGE FACILIrHES ON LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER

1.la. Existing Facilities

The Lower Columbia River, between St Helens (RM 86) and Astoria (RM 15), currently
supports a low level of development for recreational moorage facilities. Existing public, private,
and private/public marinas do provide some permanent and transient slips for boaters using the
Lower Columbia River. However, the existing facilities are far too few, and, in some cases,
too outdated to support or encourage additional use of the region by cruising vessels. The
following section will outline some of the inadequacies of existing facilities on the Lower
Columbia River between St. Helens and Astoria.

Figure 2a, below, illustrates the current status of recreational moorage facilities on the
Lower Columbia River. A map of existing facilities can be found in Appendix D.

Facility Name RM
Public/
Private?

Transient
Moorage Fuel

Sewage
Pumpout

1 City of St Helens Courthouse (OR) 86 Public 50 No No

2 St. Helens Marina (OR) 86 Private 8 Yes No

3 City of St Helens Sand Island (OR) 85 Public 100 No No

4 Port of Kalama Marine Park (WA) 75 Public 12 Yes Yes

5 Scipios Goble (OR) 74 Private 35 Yes No

6 City of Rainier Marina (OR) 67 Public 35 Yes No

7 Beaver Landing (OR) 50 Public 6 No No

8 Elochoman Slough Marina (WA) 40 Private 15 Yes No

9 Astoria West Mooring Basin (OR) 14 Public 46 Yes Yes

10 City of Warrenton Marina (OR) 11 Public 10 Yes No

11 Hammond Mooring Basin (OR) 9 Public 15 Yes No

12 Port of Chinook (WA) 6 Public 6 Yes No

13 Port of Ilwaco (WA) 3 Public 14 Yes Yes

FIGURE 2a - Existing Moorage Facifities Between St. Helens and Astoria on the
Lower Columbia River (4)



Figure 2a depicts existing public and private transient moorage facilities located
between St. Helens (RM 86) and the mouth of the Columbia (RM 3). As mentioned
previously, there are a significant amount of public and private moorage facilities between
St. Helens and the Portland metropolitan area. The current situation, with respect to the
need for recreational boating facilities in the town of Astoria will be discussed later in this
report.

Within the specific section of the Lower Columbia displayed above, a deficiency of
moorage and other facilities may clearly be seen. Four fairly large marinas exist on the
Washington side of the river. These facilities, however, contain only a small number of
transient slips, and thus are undependable as "points of way" moorages for recreational
cruising vessels.

The nine small moorage facilities on the Oregon side of the Columbia River are
questionable with regard to their upkeep/condition and their overall appeal to recreational
boaters. The City of Rainier Marina is one of the few marinas which sits directly on the
main channel of the Columbia River. This marina is subject to significant perturbation from
the wakes of the large shipping vessels which frequently traverse the channel. Beaver
Landing is located off the Clatskanie River, which has silted in heavily since the eruption of
Mt. St. Helens. In a small vessel, the portion of Beaver Slough leading into Beaver Landing
was found to be impassable on a medium tide, so it seems doubtful that larger boats would
be able to use this facility. These facilities are also used mainly for permanent moorage,
providing little or no transient moorages for cruising vessels. It should also be noted that the
gill net fishing fleet uses a significant number of the available long term moorage spots on
the Lower Columbia River.

From Figure 2a it may be seen that there is a shortage of public transient moorage
facilities on the Lower Columbia River between St. Helens and Astoria. A key facility is at
the City of Rainier. Due to severe wake problems that exist at Rainier, this facility is not
considered a suitable public transient moorage facility. The public transient moorage
facilities on Sand Island, near St. Helens, are the last satisfactory public transient moorage
facilities on this large system downstream of Portland. It is hoped that the provision of more
public transient moorage facilities downriver from St. Helens will encourage larger cruising
and sailing vessels to travel the section of the river between St. Helens and Astoria.
However, it should also be recognized that additional gasoline and sewage pump out facilities
are also needed to accommodate increased use of this area.

1.lb. Oregon Planning Efforts

Planning for recreational boating facilities in the state of Oregon is carried out, in a
large part, through the efforts of the Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB). Established by
the Oregon Legislature in 1959 (ORS 488.825), the OSME is funded through license fees
and marine fuel taxes. Two of the primary mandates of this state agency are to plan and
provide grants to local governments for boating facilities and to provide boater safety
education to Oregon boaters (5). The OSMB is also the licensing agency for Oregon
boaters. In its role as the lead state agency involved in planning for boating facilities, the
existence of the OSME allows for more efficient and coordinated planning for marine
recreation than is seen in most states.

The OSMB, through grants to local governments, has established approximately
twelve public transient moorage facilities on the Columbia River system (4). The bulk of the



existing public transient moorage facilities are situated around the Portland Metro area
downstream to St. Helens. Much of this development followed recommendation found in a
1977 study entitled "Permanent Moorages and Temporary Tie Up Facilities in the
Portland/Vancouver Area" (6). The 05MB has also recently approved a grant to enlarge an
existing public transient moorage facility on the North side of Government Island, located at
RM 117 east of Portland on the Columbia River.

This report, which was supported by the OSU Columbia County Extension Service,
and the OSMB, will serve to motivate and guide the OSMB and other agencies in the
initiation of needed development for public transient moorage facilities on the Oregon side of
the Lower Columbia River. The OSMB intends to fund grants for development of a
significant number of public transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River within
the next five years. The OSMB is also currently working to develop a guidebook for
facilities on the Columbia River. Further, the OSMB plans to fund research to address
transient moorage needs on the segment of the Columbia upstream from Portland within the
next two to three years.

1.lc. Washington Planning Efforts

At the outset of this research, it was noted that there is currently little coordination
between Oregon and Washington in planning for recreational boating facilities on the
Columbia River. Many Oregon planners stated that the state of Washington literally ignores
the Columbia River's potential for development as a recreational resource, focusing its
marine recreation planning effort almost entirely towards the resources of the Puget Sound
area. Sources added that, in general, planning for marine recreation in the state of
Washington is disjointed, creating problems with coordination in the state itself.

From this brief investigation of recreational planning on the Columbia River system,
it seems that most of the above accusations are, in fact, true. The state of Washington does
not provide any public transient moorage facilities (similar to those developed by the OSMIB)
on the Lower Columbia River. Further, from discussions with various Washington state
agencies and local govermnent entities, it seems that there is currently no planning in effect
to provide such facilities. There are, however, a significant number of Washington boaters
which currently use the Lower Columbia River for recreation. In the survey of 104
recreational boaters on the Lower Columbia River for this report, it was found that 23 % of
the boaters using OSMB transient moorage facilities were from the state of Washington.

Inter-state coordination in the planning of boating facilities for the Columbia River
would be difficult even if it were attempted by the state of Washington. The planning and
funding system for outdoor recreation Washington is a confusing web of state agencies and
local govermnents. Professor Bob Goodwinn, of Washington Sea Grant, notes that "...in
Washington similar OSMB functions are carried out by several state agencies acting
autonomously or in conjunction with each other" (7). Sources at the local level echoed this
response, with respect to the lack of reliable coordination in planning for marine recreational
facilities. A Cowlitz County planner said that, "State planning agencies may or may not
communicate their intentions for planning within the counties" (8).

The main outdoor recreation planning agency in the state of Washington is the Inter-
Agency Committee for Outdoor Recreation (IAC). This agency develops a comprehensive
plan (through inventory of existing facilities) which sets priorities for the funding of outdoor
recreational facilities. The IAC does not actively plan for new developments, however.
Their main role with respect to marine recreational facilities is set out by WA Initiative 215,
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which designates that the IAC receives a portion of the marine fuel tax in order to fund
facilities for recreational boaters (9).

Thus, the "second and third tier" entities (IAC member state agencies and local
government entities, respectively) have overlapping responsibilities for planning and applying
for grants to develop marine recreational facilities. Washington JAC member state agencies
include: the Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the Washington
Department of State Parks, the Washington Department of Fisheries, and the Washington
Department of Wildlife. Three of these state agencies--State Parks, Fisheries, and DNR--
also have funding capabilities for marine recreation facilities (7). Two port managers
interviewed for this research were, in fact, applying to the IAC, as well as several state
agencies, for funds for marina improvement projects (10,11). One of these managers,
however, noted that funding through the IAC was usually restricted to government entities
which could present an "overall recreation plan" to the IAC. Because the time-consuming
and rigorous task of developing an overall recreation plan has never been a priority for the
Port of liwaco, their Port Manager was less than optimistic regarding his chance to secure
funding from the IAC (11).

Another state agency, the Washington Department of Licensing, operates independent
of the IAC and the other state agencies listed in Figure 2b in its role in management of
recreational boating in Washington. The Washington DOL is responsible for the licensing
program for Washington boaters. Of this program, Bob Goodwinn notes: "The Department
of Licensing, Registration, and Title Control maintains one constantly updated boater
registration file that cannot easily yield annual fleet totals, annual increments to the fleet, or
number of vessels scrapped or sold out of state - information essential for understanding
moorage requirements" (12).

Interviews with various state agency and local government representatives about their
current planning efforts for recreational boating facilities reinforced the idea that Washington
state is severely uncoordinated in their planning efforts. The State Parks Department of
Washington manages a number of boat launch sites on the Lower Columbia, although they
have no plans for new facilities (13). The Washington Department of Fisheries is attempting
to provide for increased small boat access on the Lower Columbia through the development
of additional boat launch ramps downstream of Skamokawa. Interestingly, the Washington
Department of Fisheries representatives was one of the few sources who felt that there was
adequate coordination in the planning of recreational facilities in the state of Washington.
This source noted that the member agencies of the IAC (State Parks, Fisheries, DNR, and
Wildlife) were indeed required to coordinate in planning for recreational facilities (14).

Apart from these state agency efforts, independent planning efforts, such as those of
the Wakiakum #2 Port District, are occurring. The Wakiakum #2 Port District, or the Port
of Skamokawa, is planning for the expansion of the 30 acre Skamokawa Vista RV Park,
which currently includes a boat launch ramp. Through various federal and state funding
sources, this Port District hopes to develop eight to ten moorage sites at this park and
possibly to add another launch ramp lane (10).

Overall, the state of Washington lacks adequate planning for marine recreational
facilities. Communities, ports, and various state agencies are left to their own devices to
develop strategies for improving marine facilities-a task which they also seem to address
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independently. The absence of centralized planning not only results in a lack of coordination
between state and local government, it also means that the needs of the boating public are not
being met. Results from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey indicated that a significant number
of Washington residents boat on the Columbia River. The needs of these boaters are clearly
not being addressed by the Washington planning system. It seems difficult even to determine
where such boaters would address their complaints regarding the lack of facilities.

These factors also indicate that effective planning coordination for marine recreational
facilities between the states of Washington and Oregon is unlikely. Lacking this
coordination, the OSMB's plans for providing adequate points-of-way on the Oregon side of
the Columbia River are appropriate. This study recommends that Washington should follow
Oregon's lead in providing better planning, coordination, and access to' this valuable
resource. Boaters, when using a common body of water do not generally care about the side
on which facilities are provided. Boaters, however, are drawn to unique natural sites,
protected waterbodies, and good developed facilities. Thus, ideally, Washington and Oregon
should work, in coordination, to provide such facilities where sites are available on either
side of the Columbia River.

1.2. RECREATIONAL BOATING ON THE LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER

1.2a. Recreational Attributes of the Lower Columbia River

The Columbia River system serves as a major commercial transportation corridor for
in the Pacific Northwest. In addition to its strong role in maritime commerce, the Columbia
River is an important attraction for tourists and outdoor recreationists from Oregon,
Washington, and beyond. One source notes that up to 12 million tourists and visitors flock
to the Columbia River system each year (15). The Columbia River Gorge and the Hood
River Canal are two of the more famous attractions on the upper Columbia River which help
to promote such tourism.

The Lower Columbia River also has numerous features which make it an excellent
resource for outdoor recreation and tourism. As mentioned previously, the Lower Columbia
currently does not support much use by recreational boaters. Of the 104 boatI surveyed
during the summer of 1990, however, 77% said that they would increase their use of the
Lower Columbia River if more public transient moorage facilities were provided. A major
attribute of the Lower Columbia River which does make the system attractive for recreational
cruising is its proximity to the Portland Metropolitan area. The distance between Portland
and the Columbia River mouth is approximately 100 river miles, an excellent distance for a
range of cruising trips out of Portland. In addition, the stretch of the Columbia River
between the Bonneville Dam and Astoria is the longest free-flowing stretch of the Columbia
River.

One of the major attractions of the Columbia River, for boaters and other users, has
always been recreational fishing. The most popular Columbia River fishery is for spring
chinook salmon. The Columbia also supports recreational fisheries in fall chinook, coho
salmon, summer steelhead, cutthroat trout, sturgeon, and shad (16). This information is
supported by results from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey which showed that 53 of 104
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boaters surveyed have fished while boating on the Lower Columbia River.
During an average summer day of cruising on the Lower Columbia, one encounters a

range of scenery and wildlife. Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Rainier, and Mt. Adams are often visible
to the North of the river. The banks of the river alternate from rothng hills to 200 foot
cliffs. The range of geological forms and structures seen on a trip down the Columbia
provides an interesting and educational journey into the origins of present day Oregon.

Opportunities for bird watching and general observation of nature also increase as one
moves downriver from the Portland Metropolitan area on the Columbia. Canada Geese, Bald
Eagles, and Caspian Terns are only a few species of birds which inhabit the Lower Columbia
River region. In fact, a nesting pair of Bald Eagles, which inhabit Crims Island, have
recently fledged an eaglet (17). Downstream from Bradwood, on the Oregon side of the
river, most of the numerous islands are part of two U.S. National Wildlife Refuges managed
by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)-the Lewis and Clark National
Wildlife Refuge and the Julia Butler Hanson National Wildlife Refuge. The second of these,
the Julia Butler Hanson Refuge, was developed to protect a sub-species of deer known as the
Columbian White-Tailed Deer. Because these refuge lands are fairly inaccessible by land,
the development of moorages at select, limited locations within the refuge could provide low
impact access for people to view and learn about the wildlife of the refuge.

The Lower Columbia River is rich in cultural and historical attractions, many of
which have yet to be promoted or made accessible to any extent. This Lewis and Clark Tail
runs along the Columbia River for 52 miles. Small historic attractions such as the Columbia
County Museum, in St. Helens, and the Caples House, a pioneer home in Columbia City
await discovery, and many important reminders of Native American Indian history and
culture are present in this region, as well. The Benson Log Boom, in Clatskanie and the
Mayger fishing docks also provide reminders of Oregon's more recent past (18,19).

The present study is particularly well-timed in that the Oregon Historical Society is
currently supporting a project develop a "Columbia River Heritage Trail" which will provide
a "bi-state touring route which will identify and interpret the historical, scenic, recreational,
and natural resources of the Columbia River from its mouth to the Tn-Cities area of
Washington" (20). Dedication for the "Columbia River Heritage Trail" is planned to
coincide with the 1992 bicentennial of Captain Robert Gray's exploration of the Columbia
River (20).

In addition, several Columbia River communities are working to develop tourism
marketing strategies which focus on historical or cultural attractions. Astoria, Clatskanie,
and Rainier are three communities whose waterfront revitalization efforts are discussed
elsewhere in this report. Skamokawa, a Lower Columbia River unincorporated town in
Washington, has also been a leader in the movement to preserve and market the history of
the Columbia River. Redmen Hall, a historic schoolhouse in Skamokawa, has been restored,
and the town has plans for a new footbridge, among other improvements (21).

Dredge spoil and natural islands create opportunities for unique marine parks on the
Columbia River. Government Island, Sand Island, and Coon Island are some of the islands
which currently support such public moorage/marine park facilities. These islands afford
protection for moorages, and places where boaters can cruise the river away from the main
shipping channel of the Lower Columbia. Many of the boaters surveyed in the 1990 Public
Moorage Survey noted that they enjoyed the moorages associated with islands because the
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islands provided land access for picnicking, walking, viewing nature, and camping. Boaters
also said that the islands were safe and free from crime because there was no access from the
mainland.

A large number of the potential moorage sites which are discussed later in this report
are on natural and dredge spoil islands. This report also, however, also acknowledges the
importance of mainland-based public transient moorages in providing boaters with easy
access to stores, restaurants, and other such conveniences. As there are several Lower
Columbia River communities involved in waterfront revitalization efforts and sites at these
towns may also prove attractive to the boating public, mainland sites will also be given
careful consideration in the formation of priorities for development of public transient
moorages.

1.2b. History of Recreational Boating on the Lower Columbia River

Historically, use of the Lower Columbia River for boating has focused on angling.
As mentioned above, angling for anadramous fish has been a popular pastime in this region.
Fishing was accomplished from small craft, and, hence, boating was centered around launch
ramps.

Very little cruising occurred in the Lower Columbia River region until the 1970's,
when the advent of better self-contained vessels and a shift to "other" boating experience
facilitated use of the region for recreational cruising (22). Improved boating technology, low
fuel costs in the early 1980's, and changes in the demography of the Portland metro area has
further shifted the focus of Lower Columbia River boater toward large vessel cruising.
Today, the potential of the Columbia River to attract a significant amount of water-based
tourism is just being realized. Numerous small towns on the Lower Columbia River have
initiated waterfront revitalization efforts aimed at garnering some of the profits from the
growing fleet of cruising boaters spending time on the Columbia River. The sections below
detail the recent activities of two such small towns on the Lower Columbia River.

Clatskanie

Clatskanie, a small town in Columbia County, actually supported a healthy flow of
recreational boaters out of Portland during the 1970's. Clatskanie is a sleepy picturesque
town set about two miles off the Columbia River. The town is connected to the Columbia
through the Clatskanie River and Beaver Slough. Clatskanie is water-oriented, once being a
major transfer point for logs going into the Columbia River. Major businesses, restaurants,
and stores in Clatskanie are situated within walking distance of Beaver Slough. Clatskanie
also maintains public transient moorage docks and a boat ramp situated in a city park on
Beaver Slough (23).

Unfortunately, the eruption of Mt. St. Helens in 1980 created problems for the
recreational boating industry of Clatskanie. Siltation due to volcanic ash fallout, combined
with heavy sedimentation resulting from a coinciding 20 year rotation timber cut, has caused
segments of the Clatskanie River and Beaver Slough to be impassible on low tides.
According to Clatskanie residents, 30 large yachts could be seen at the city docks on a good
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weekend in the 1970's, but few large boats will risk the trip to Clatskanie anymore. Those
larger recreational vessels which do travel to Clatskanie must pay careful attention to the
tides to avoid being stranded due to the heavy sedimentation and tidal flux in the area (24).
In addition the large gill netter fleet which once kept their boats at Beaver Landing (see
Figure 2a) have virtually all moved to Westport or Mayger due to the increasing problems of
siltation near Clatskanie (25).

Clatskanie has been unsuccessful in their efforts to raise funds for a dredging project
which would allow for increased boater access to the town. Several residents did point out,
however, that other water-based recreation, such as sailboarding at the nearby Jones Beach,
is booming in the area. Residents noted that the town council of Clatskanie has recently
been in contact with representatives from the nearby Washington city of Cathiamet to discuss
the idea of creating a sister city destination marketing approach for water-based recreation on
the Lower Columbia River. Clatskanie representatives are also working with various
political figures to address the issue of the need for dredging by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for recreational purposes (23,25).

Astoria

It should also be noted that recreational boating has historically been present in
another town on the Lower Columbia River, the town of Astoria. In addition to the boaters
who live in Astoria, literally hundreds of outside boaters flock to Astoria in the late summer
months to participate in the Buoy 10 Sahnon fishery. Town representatives also informed
me that there has been a significant increase in tourism and recreational boating in Astoria,
which is not associated with the Buoy 10 fishery (26,27). Further background on Astoria
and on the efforts of this town to promote increased facilities for boating recreation are
included in a later section of this report.

1.3. OTHER ISSUES

1.3a. Boating Safety

The potential for increased conflicts between commercial and recreational boaters in
the Portland metropolitan area was recognized by the OSMB and the Port of Portland in the
early 1980's. In light of the steady amount of commercial and the growing amount of
recreational boating traffic in this area, coordination of facility development was deemed
necessary to separate the two streams of marine traffic as much as possible. The
Govermnent Island public transient moorage facilities were designed with the goal of
separation of Portland commercial and recreational traffic in mind (3).

The issue of separation of commercial and recreational boaters is very much one of
safety. The huge shipping vessels which travel the Columbia River are, for the most part,
unmaneuverable and unyielding to other forms of marine traffic. Given that sections of the
Columbia can be quite rough, the potential for accidents between shipping vessels and
recreational boats seems high, particularly when the waters are crowded. A logical solution
to this conflict is to separate the various types of boating traffic as much as possible. The
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provision of public transient moorage facilities away from the Portland area, where a great
deal of shipping transit occurs, is one way to address this safety issue.

In areas mainly used by recreational boaters, safety hazards created by the booming
numbers of recreational boaters are also an issue. In fact, a significant number of boaters
surveyed in the OSMB 1990 Statewide Boater Survey indicated that crowding is a problem
for boaters in the Portland metropolitan area (see Figure ic). In addition, in the 1990 Public
Moorage Survey, 17% of the boaters surveyed thought crowding was a problem at OSMB
transient public moorage facilities. A total of 14.4% of these boaters also mentioned that
wakes created by boat traffic were a problem at OSMB facilities-a figure which signals that
recreational boat traffic is increasing in these areas. Obviously, the increase in
recreational boating near the Portland metropolitan area represents an increase in the
potential for conflict between recreational and commercial boaters, and between recreational
boaters, as well. The growing crowds of boaters create a safety hazard in areas of the river
where different activities such as swimming, water skiing, and cruising occur simultaneously.
Heavy marine traffic may also diminish the enjoyment of boaters utilizing the marine
park/public moorage facilities due to noise or wakes. Finally, an increase in recreational
boaters in a given area most likely also symbolizes an increase in novice boaters, some of
whom undoubtedly represent safety hazards for their fellow boaters and other river users.

Aside from the safety hazards created by crowded conditions near Portland, a lack of
transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River also creates other safety problems
for Oregon boaters. For instance, some boaters stated that when overnighting in areas
without public moorages, they will tie onto log rafts or anchor behind islands. Boaters
overnighting in such conditions may create safety hazards for themselves or other boaters
when they are unfamiliar with tidal fluctuations, weather conditions, or marine traffic in the
area. On the other hand, boaters caught in an area of the river without moorage facilities
may be forced to travel at night or in poor weather conditions in order to reach available
moorage. Given that weather disturbances can generate 4-6 feet high swells on several
locations on the river with long wind (fetch) lines, public transient moorage facilities can
provide much needed "harbors of refuge" during severe weather conditions.

The OSMB is working to emphasize boater education as one approach to decreasing
safety hazards in Oregon's waters. In another approach the OSMB will continue to fund
work such as this report to facilitate development of new public transient moorage facilities
(22). With such new developments, the hope is that: 1) the growing numbers of
recreational boaters in the Portland area will cease to focus their activities in the crowded
metro region, and 2) that recreational boaters moving to use the Lower Columbia River will
fmd safe moorage facilities in this region.

1.3b. Economic Development Needs in Columbia and C1atso County

The two Western-most Oregon counties bordering the Lower Columbia River,
Columbia and Clatsop County, are most accurately described as counties in transition. Both
counties have, in the past, heavily depended on the harvest of natural resources (timber in
Columbia County and fisheries in Clatsop County) for sources of revenue. Currently,
however, both counties are attempting to diversify their economic base.
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A comprehensive overview of strategies for economic diversification in Columbia and
Clatsop counties is beyond the scope of this report. The following section will merely serve
as a brief overview of the recreational boating industry as it relates to economic
development. Both Columbia and Clatsop County are beginning to recognize the Columbia
River as an under-utilized potential source of revenue. Both counties have also been active
participants in the recently formed Oregon Tourism Alliance (OTA). A major relevant goal
of the OTA has been to design a Regional Strategy to develop a tourism industry to support
the planned Portland Convention Center (28).

As evidence of the potential of the Columbia River to serve as a magnet for tourism
and outdoor recreational' use, one may cite the increase in activity seen on Sauvie's Island.
Sauvie's Island is a large island in the Lower Columbia River, much of which is under the
management of the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW) as a state wildlife
refuge. Although the island was originally designed for preservation and hunting purposes,
the number of people driving to (a bridge connects the island to the mainland) and using the
island has increased by at least three times over the past five years (28).

Similarly, the Columbia River Maritime Museum (CRMM), has reported a 14%
increase in tourists visiting the museum over the past year. CRMM representatives note that
this increase in museum visits not only represents a booming interest in Astoria tourism, but
also represent a specific increase in maritime interest on which counties along the Columbia
River should capitalize (27).

Several communities along the Lower Columbia River are already actively pursuing
economic diversification through the development of a marine tourism industry. As noted
previously, the town of a Clatskanie, in Columbia County, is attempting to rebuild its
faltering marine recreation industry. Clatskanie, unfortunately, is having a difficult transition
from a maritime commerce-based to a maritime recreation-based community. Although the
Clatskanie River was dredged periodically when the river transported some 5 million board
feet of lumber yearly, the town has been unable to secure the funds for similar dredging
activity for the purposes of recreation. Clatskanie residents, however, are presently pursuing
other options for funding this venture (25).

Astoria, the seat of Clatsop County govenunent and a major fishing port along the
Columbia River, is currently in the planning stages of a major waterfront revitalization
effort. A primary focus of this effort is to promote more water-based access to downtown
Astoria from the Columbia River. Current moorage facilities in Astoria are one to two miles
from the center of town. Astoria planners hope to promote easier boater access to the town
by building day moorage facilities closer to city center stores, restaurants, and attractions.
The Astoria Master Plan also will seek to provide better land access to the Columbia River
waterfront through the development of a downtown walkway along the river. This plan is
part of a larger effort to diversify the economy of Astoria through increased tourism (26).

Finally, the riverfront town of St. Helens, 30 miles outside of Portland in Columbia
County, is already seeing the benefits of increased recreational boating on the Lower
Columbia. The development of the Sand Island public transient moorage facility has had a
significant impact on downtown businesses in St. Helens (28). Marinas in St. Helens are
close to their capacity, and the nearby Bayport Marina is currently planning for an expansion
in moorage slips.
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As St. Helens continues in its growth as a bedroom community for Portland, the
demand for recreational boating facilities will undoubtedly increase as well. Studies show
that almost 40% of the labor force of Columbia County currently commutes outside the
county for work. It is estimated that this portion of the Columbia County population which
are commuters (mainly to the Portland metropolitan area) will continue to grow, eventually
causing Columbia County to achieve a higher population growth rate than the metro area
over the next five years (29). Major changes are obviously is store for Columbia County as
it shifts from a smailtown timber, agriculture, and manufacturing-based economy to that of a
commuter suburb of Portland. Among other things, careful planning will be necessary to
dictate appropriate types of development as this increasing population moves to take
advantage of the Columbia River as a recreational resource (28).

Studies indicate, however, that Lower Columbia River counties may indeed be wise to
attempt to strengthen their economic base through the development of marine
tourism/recreation. For instance, in a 1984 Washington study, the Gilmore Research Group
states, ". . . there are an estimated 1,200 businesses in the state of Washington which derive
all or a part of their income from the sale or manufacture of marine recreation goods and
services". The same group found that there were an estimated 5,700 Washington businesses
which benefitted indirectly ". . . to a substantial degree from the activities of marine
recreation". In this 1984 study, the Gilmore Research Group calculated that the direct
economic impact of the marine recreation industry in the state of Washington was an
estimated $585 Million during 1984 (30). Although this figure is quite large by itself, it
should be noted that their calculation of direct impact does not take into account revenue
generated by businesses indirectly associated with the marine recreation industry, and thus
may significantly underestimate the actual economic impact of the marine recreation industry
in the state of Washington.

Contrasts between boating in Washington and Oregon may seem inappropriate given
that Washington has a tremendous marine resource in Puget Sound, which currently supports
a substantial recreational boating industry. The Columbia River, however, also represents a
valuable natural resource near a booming metropolitan area, which has been largely
unexploited for marine recreation. If future population predictions for the Portland
metropolitan and surrounding areas hold true, the prospect of growth for the marine
recreation industry in this area. cannot be ignored. From the figures generated in the
Gilmore study and from current developments in some Lower Columbia River communities,
it is likely that marine recreation will form the basis of an important new industry for
counties on the Lower Columbia River.

1.3c. Environmental Issues

The Lower Columbia River area contains abundant and diverse wildlife. This
environment provides boaters with many benefits, such as the opportunity to view wildlife or
fish for wild salmon. However, the needs of wildlife also creates certain restrictions on the
use of such an area for recreational boating. Many sites along the river which represent
critical and dwindling habitat for migrating bird, waterfowl, aquatic mammals, and
Columbian White-Tailed Deer remain off limits to any type of recreational development or
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use. Other areas, such as significant portions of some islands, may be considered for limited
development. Any type of development which increases human presence in these areas must
be carefully planned to minimize the disturbance impact.

In this study of potential sites for public transient moorages in the Lower Columbia
River, comments were solicited from agencies such as USFWS and ODFW to avoid
recommending development in or near sensitive or critical wildlife habitat. Of course,
environmental regulatory agencies review all proposed developments through the permitting
process for development in Oregon waters. It is crucial that, even with these safeguards,
actual developments are kept within a reasonable level in this environmentally sensitive
region. In some areas of the Lower Columbia River, facilities which are unattached to land
will be the sole type of moorage development allowable. In all cases, it seems that an
increased emphasis on public education and awareness through posting of areas and
environmental interpretation displays should accompany any development in this region.

This study also acknowledges that, aside from the impact of increased human
presence, other environmental impacts created by dredging, fill for groins and jetties, wave
attenuation, and debris booming also may accompany moorage development. To the
maximum extent practicable, analysis for this report served to delete sites from consideration
which required any of the above activity. No sites which required extensive dredging or
wave attenuation devices were considered for priority development recommendation. This is
not to say, that limited dredging or debris booming will not occur at any such facility.
However, the floats and piles which comprise a typical public transient moorage are
generally classed as low environmental impact structures. Thus, it seems that with proper
forethought and planning most public transient moorage facilities could have limited serious
environmental impact.

There are, in fact, ways in which the development of public moorages on the Lower
Columbia River may be beneficial to the wildlife of the area. For instance, two sources
reported that there is currently illegal use of some of the islands of the USFWS Lewis and
Clark Wildlife Refuge by people who pull their boats up onto islands and camp overnight
(17,31). The development of public transient moorages at select suitable locations on the
Lower Columbia may help to discourage such illegal patterns of use.

The provision of adequate public facilities represents a means to channel recreational
boating activities away from critical wildlife habitat on the Lower Columbia River. Such
"boater management" is especially important in some of the USFWS Refuge lands in the
Lower Columbia, like Rice Island where there are nesting Caspian Terns and the Karison
Island where Great Blue Heron rookery. It is imperative that boaters avoid pulling up on
these islands (31). Since it is impossible for the USFWS managers to constantly patrol and
enforce limited access to these areas, promotion of the use of other, less critical areas could
be an effective management technique.

Admittedly, promoting boater use of the lower Columbia River does bring the threat
of desecration of critical habitat in this sensitive region. With the growing population of
Portland and outlying counties, however, it is irresponsible to assume that this area will not
receive heavier indiscriminate use in the future. Proper planning for the expanded utilization
of this region by recreational boaters will allow the management of this activity to be pro-
active rather than reactive. If managed correctly, use of the Lower Columbia River by
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recreational boaters will represent a low impact nonconsumptive use of this river resource,
which may also bring significant economic benefit to some surrounding communities.

Drawing boaters to the Lower Columbia River also represents an opportunity to
promote increased public awareness of the value of this region for wildlife. In the long run,
such public appreciation and awareness is one of the more important tools which can exist to
protect natural resources.
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PART IL: METHODS

2.1. PLANNING METHODOLOGY OF TILE OSME

2.la. Planning and Funding Mandates of the OSMB

The OSMB was established by the Oregon Legislature in 1959 (ORS 488.825) (5).
The primary mandates of the OSMB are to: 1) plan and provide grants to local governments
for the improvement of boating facilities, and 2) provide boating safety education for Oregon
boaters (2). As a source of funding, the OSMB grants some $4 million biennially from
marine fuel taxes and boater license fees. Funding programs administered by the OSMB
include the Facility Grant Program, authorized by ORS 830.150, and the Maintenance
Assistance Program, authorized by OAR 250-14. The statutes which authorize these
programs also serve to guide the OSMB in funding decisions, stipulating that priority be
given to certain developments, such as those facilities designed to control water pollution
(ORS 830. 150(2)) (5).

In its role as a lead state agency, the OSMB is required under ORS 488.830 to:
"Study, plan, and recommend the development of boating facilities throughout the state
which will promote the safety and pleasure of the public through boating" (2). Under this
mandate, the OSMB utilizes two major tools to guide them in the allocation of facility and
maintenance grant funds. First, the Statewide Boating Survey, conducted by the OSMB "at
least once every three years" under ORS 830.115, provides demographic information on
Oregon boaters. The survey also is a source of information about boaters attitudes,
preferences, and needs, with regard to boating facilities in Oregon (5).

The second tool which the OSMB uses to gather information on boating facility needs
is public workshops. Approximately every three years, the OSMB holds a series of twenty
workshops to gather input on boating facility needs. Cities, counties, port districts, state
agencies, federal agencies, yacht clubs, and sportsman's clubs are among the groups who
participate in these public meetings. From the various input received at workshops, the
OSMB identifies high priority needs which are included in the update of the Six-Year
Boating Facilities Plan (5).

The Board also uses the Six-Year Boating Facilities Plan, along with the OSMB State
Agency Coordination (SAC) Plan to promote greater coordination and cooperation between
federal, state, and local agencies having jurisdiction and responsibility for providing water-
based recreational facilities. Under their SAC plan (and LCDC guidelines), the OSMB is
also required to participate in the development of local comprehensive plans in Oregon
toward this end (5).

2.lb. Further OSME Steps Towards the Development of Recreational Boating Facilities

Beyond this general role as the major planning, funding, and coordinating agency for
the development of recreational boating facilities, the OSMB is also active in some of the
more rudimentary steps for development of such facilities.
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The OSME may either directly plan or assist local governments in planning for the
development of public transient moorage facilities. Where local govermnents identify a need
for boating facilities, the OSMB can act to provide possible funding and information to assist
their planning efforts. Where the OSMB has identified a facility need which has not gained
the attention of local government entities, the OSME can devote staff resources to planning
for these facilities. Such planning, can include physical survey of the site, planning for
facility design by engineers, contact with land owner(s), development of local government
sponsors, application for development permits, and construction contracting.

In reviewing sites for development, the OSMB generally avoids sites requiring dredge
and/or fill activities, and thus, permitting under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.
Permitting for the standard transient moorage facility is administrated by the the Division of
State Lands in Oregon and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under Section 10 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act. A review by all other interested agencies is included in the permitting
process.

2.lc. Relationship of the Lower Columbia River Public Moora2e Study to OSMB
Facilities Planning

In the OSMB Statewide Boating Facilities Plan: 1987-1993, it is noted that "Very
few studies have been conducted to assess public boating facility needs in the state (of
Oregon)". The document goes on to add that "Most indepth studies have focused on the
Columbia and Willamette River systems in the Portland Metro area. . .". To date, the
indepth studies which have been done for the Portland metro area, in fact, amount to three
studies done between 1977 and 1980 (6,32,33). As testimony to the need for such studies,
the three available studies have been heavily referenced for planning on the Columbia
River/Willamette River systems.

The OSMB has limited staff and/or funding for indepth studies of the need for public
boating facilities on Oregon's many rivers. This report represents a unique opportunity to
enhance planning for the Lower Columbia River system.

The focus of this report is to evaluate the need for public transient moorage facilities
and potential sites for such facilities on the Lower Columbia River. In this respect, the data
generated is be similar to that gathered by the OSMB or local governments in baseline needs
assessment/identification, which is an initial step to planning for public transient moorage
facilities. Because this report evaluates an entire river area, rather than single sites,
however, it offers a more comprehensive view of this river system. Rather than planning on
a site-by-site basis, the OSME will be able to use this report to evaluate future developments
based on a knowledge of surrounding sites and facilities on the Lower Columbia River. The
report will also assist the OSME in pinpointing needs for this stretch of river. Because this
study bridges the gap between the state-wide and single facility planning efforts of the
OSMB, it provides a useful tool in the prioritization of development on the Lower Columbia
systems.
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2.2. STUDY METHODOLOGY

In addition to the expertise of staff from the OSMB, an effort was made to include
input from knowledgeable sources in the research of recreational boating needs and site
possibilities. In the vein of 'Action Research", as detailed by Pareek (35), recreational
boaters and other river users were included as much as possible in the information gathering.
Representatives from river communities, port managers, and Extension personnel also
provided valuable input to this research effort. In addition to organizational meetings at the
outset, the OSME was consulted at various junctures for review of or assistance with the
project research methods. The following section will further detail the methods used to
organize and facilitate this research.

2.2a. Introductory Meetin2s

On June 11, 1990, Extension representatives, OSMB staff, and the author of this
report met to discuss the proposed objectives of the summer research project on the need for
public moorages on the Lower Columbia River. This meeting provided necessary
background information on the needs and goals of the OSMB, and also facilitated a second
meeting on July 3 for a boat tour of facilities on the Lower Columbia River. The second
meeting served as an important physical introduction to the Lower Columbia River and the
OSMB transient moorage system.

Introductory meetings were an integral step to the organization of the project. These
early meetings, and some later consultations, served to help identify of the needs and criteria
of OSME staff. Using this information, the objectives and goals of the 1990 Public Moorage
Study were framed so as to make the fmal product useful and relevant to the OSMB and to
other entities involved in planning for public transient moorage facilities on the Lower
Columbia River.

2.2b. Phase I - "River Users"

This research effort provided a unique opportunity to consider the input of potential
users in the planning of recreational boating facilities for the Lower Columbia River. To
provide for boater input, a survey was designed to be administered to recreational boaters in
person and via mail. The survey, which is included in Appendix A, provides information on
the boaters currently using Lower Columbia River facilities, facility needs as perceived by
these boaters, and other relevant issues. The survey was administered to 104 recreational
boaters during the summer. Compiled "results" from the survey may be found in the
following sections and in Appendix B.

In addition to formal surveys, interviews of recreational and commercial boaters
familiar with the Lower Columbia River provided important information on potential sites for
facilities on the Lower Columbia. Private marina owners, port managers, and
representatives from Lower Columbia River communities were also consulted to provide
information on sites.

The results of the surveys and interviews provided not only vital information and
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helped to legitimize the research process used to develop a plan for new moorage facilities of
the Lower Columbia River.

2.2c. Phase II - "River Sites"

As data from interviews and surveys were compiled, a list of sites reported to be
suitable locations for public transient moorage facilities was developed. With this data, the
focus of research efforts was shifted to evaluation of potential sites for public transient
moorages halfway through the project duration.

Four methods were used to obtain data for the evaluation of sites. First, physical
survey of sites was accomplished during a two day river trip. Photographs and video footage
of sites were obtained during this trip. Second, additional interviews provided valuable
information in the evaluation of sites. Third, a literature review and examination of related
studies provided added critical information on sites and methods. Finally, the consultation of
regulatory agencies, regarding constraints to development at various sites, was pursued as
much as time on the project allowed. ODFW, USFWS, and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers all provided valuable information for the evaluation of sites in this phase of the
project.

2.2d. Phase ifi - "Analysis of Data"

Upon completion of data gathering; surveys, interviews, and physical information
were compiled. Surveys were compiled and analyzed using DBASE IV. Survey results may
be seen in Appendix B.

Survey, interview, and physical information is also displayed in the following sections
entitled "The Demand for Public Transient Moorages" and "Site Evaluation". In "The
Demand for Public Transient Moorages", survey results and relevant literature are cited to
establish the presence of a demand for public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia
River. In "Site Evaluation" information gained from interviews and physical survey of sites
is compiled in an orderly fashion so as to provide a detailed reference catalogue of potential
sites for public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River.

Relevant data for site evaluation are further discussed in Part V of the report. This
final section contains detailed recommendations for development of public transient moorages
on the Lower Columbia River based upon site specific analysis. Priorities for development
are listed based on the cross analysis of data from surveys, interviews, and physical
information presented in this report.
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PART ifi: TIlE DEMAND FOR PUBLIC TRANSIENT
MOORAGES ON TilE LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER

3.1. PROJECTED DEMAND

Results from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey indicate that approximately 49% of the
boaters using Lower Columbia River public transient moorage facilities are from the Portland
metropolitan area. As seen below, the Portland metro counties also host some of the largest and
most rapidly growing registered large boat populations in Oregon. Thus, at least initially, the
Portland metro area will provide the most important user market for new public transient
moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River. With this logic, Portland metro demographics
must first be evaluated in order to determine a projected demand. In the following sections,
Portland CMSA demographic statistics, OSME Statewide Boater Survey statistics, and supporting
Columbia County demographic statistics are evaluated to determine a projected demand for
public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River.

3.la. Portland Demographics

As discussed in earlier sections of this report, the population of the Portland CMSA
(Clackamas, Multnomah,
Washington, and Yamhill
Counties in Oregon and
Clark County in
Washington) has increased
significantly over the past
decade (see Figure le).
Corresponding to this
increase in population,
Income Per Capita in the
Portland CMSA has also
risen steadily over the past
twelve years, as may be
seen Figure 3a, at right
(29). A hypothesis which
formed the basis of this
research is that these
population and income
trends in the Portland
metro region signify a
growing demand for
recreational boating
facilities in this area.

AVERAGE INCOME/CAPITA since 1978
for Portland CMSA and Columbia County
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FIGURE 3a - Income Per Capita Statistics for Portland CMSA
and Columbia County (23)
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In agreement with this early hypothesis, Bob Goodwin, of Washington Sea Grant, states
that boat ownership trends are strongly correlated with the number of households and the
average household income in a given area (11). Statistics from the OSMB (seen in Figure 3b
below) verify the fact that Portland area counties have kept pace with the overall increases in
registered boats in Oregon.

County 1982 1985
J

1987 1989

Clackamas
Multnomah
Washington
Yamhill

12,710
22,271
9,567
2,544

13,486
23,511
10,335
2,748

14,745
24,699
11,615
3,026

16,594
26,279
13,127
3,324

47,092 50,080 54,085 59,324

Total Oregon 137,625 143,373 153,072 165,771

[Columbia 2,505 [2,725 3,007 3,399

Figure 3b - Registered Boats in the Portland CMSA and Columbia County (2)

Indeed, OSMB statewide statistics show that boater registration increases have outstripped
population growth during the period from 1985 to 1989 (2). OSMB statistics further show
substantial increases in the days boaters are spending "on" Columbia River waters (see Figure
ib).

Portland CMSA
County

1985 1987 1990

20-27' >27' 20-27' >27' 20-27' >27'

Clackamas 1,269 280 1,447 312 1,902 336

Multnomah 3,024 1,034 3,148 1,112 3,646 1,216

Washington 1,095 237 1,191 251 1,537 283

Yamhill 209 22 237 28 283 31

Total Oregon 12,759 2,525 13,818 2,755 17,103 3,097

FIGURE 3c - Registered Large Boats in the Portland Metro Area (2)
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In addition to consistently accounting for 34-35 % of the growing numbers of Oregon
registered boaters, Portland area residents also form a large proportion of the growing numbers
of large boat owners in Oregon. As may be seen in Figure 3c above, Portland metro counties
have, over the past five years, accounted for approximately 43 % of the registered boats between
20 27 feet in length and 60% of the registered boats >27 feet in length in Oregon.

These statistics might be expected, given the above-mentioned demographics and the fact
that the Columbia River is one of the more suitable inland waterways in Oregon for large boat
"cruising". These large boat ownership statistics, however, also reinforce the need for large
boat facilities development near the Portland metro region to keep pace with the increases in
registration.

Each of the factors discussed above, however, points to continued growth for the area,
continued increases in boating activity, and a continued demand for new boating facilities. As
discussed earlier, crowding of facilities and waters is already an issue in many areas of the
Columbia and Willamette River. Without proper planning and necessary development, projected
population increases could lead to conflicts and boater safety problems in these regions.

3.lb. Columbia County Demographics

Columbia County population growth and income per capita statistics have lagged behind
those of Portland CMSA counties (see Figure 3a). Sources predict, however, that this disparity
between Columbia and Portland CMSA counties may be short-lived. Columbia County has a
rapidly growing population segment which commutes to the Portland metro area for employment
(see section l.3b for further discussion of this phenomenon). As Columbia County grows as a
"bedroom" community to the Portland Metro area, population and per capita income statistics
will begin to mirror the increases seen for the Portland CMSA (29).

Similar predictions may be made for boat registration trends in Columbia County.
Although boater registration in Columbia County has not shown a substantial increase over the
past eight years (see Figure 3b), spillover effects from the nearby Portland metro region seem
inevitable.

As will be discussed later in Part ifi, Columbia County marinas are already feeling the
impact of an increased demand for boating facilities. The current level of demand may be due
more to Portland area boaters relocating their boats to Columbia County towns, such as
Scapoose, for permanent moorage. Again, however, it also seems likely that projected increases
in Columbia County population will further increase the demand for permanent moorage in the
area. The increase in boater presence on the Lower Columbia River will also most likely create
a high demand for facilities such as transient moorages, given the paucity of such existing
developments in Columbia and Clatsop Counties.
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3.2. EXISTING DEMAND

3.2a. Survey Statistics

The 1990 Public Moorage Survey was administered to obtain background and opinion
information on boaters using existing public transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia
River. Boaters at three public transient moorages, Coon Island, Sand Island Marine Park, and
the Columbia View Park in St. Helens, were questioned indiscriminately using the survey in
Appendix A. Boaters were surveyed during the months of July and August of 1990. Time was
a major constraint and dictated the number of boaters which could be surveyed. Although only
104 boaters were surveyed, this number is significant given that it represents 3.3% of the 3,097
boats greater than 27 feet registered in Oregon in 1990 (2) (The average boat length for those
boaters surveyed was 26.9 feet).

The following questions selected from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey provide necessary
information to determine the level of demand for public transient moorage facilities on the
Lower Columbia River. In Figure 3d, below, survey questions along with the responses given
by the 104 boaters surveyed may be seen. Other survey information may be seen in the
discussion section of Part V of this report or in Appendix B.

Most striking from the results below is the fact that 89% of the boaters surveyed

OUESTION RESPONSE

1) Do you feel that there should be more public moorage facilities Yes = 93 (89%)
along the Lower Columbia River between St. Helens and Astoria? No = 11(11%)

2) Would you increase your use of the Lower Columbia River if Yes = 80 (77%)
more public moorage facilities were provided between St. Helens No = 24 (23 %)
and Astoria?

3) Are there any characteristics that you especially dislike about Noise, Crowds, or
the public moorage facilities on the Columbia River? Wakes = 27 (25 %)

4) Are you traveling with a group during your current trip? Yes = 42 (64%)
(only 66 boaters surveyed for this question) No = 24 (36%)

FIGURE 3d - Selected Questions from 1990 Public Moorage Survey

saw a need for increased public moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River. Most of those
boaters (77%) also stated that they would increase their use of the Lower Columbia River if
more facilities were provided. Many boaters surveyed also mentioned that they currently did
not use the Lower Columbia River downstream from St. Helens due to the lack of facilities.



Statistics from Question 3 and 4, in Figure 4d, also display information relevant to the
calculation of demand for increased transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River. The
responses to question 3 indicate that a significant number of boaters surveyed felt that noise,
crowds, or other boaters represented a problem at existing public moorages on the Lower
Columbia River. Many boaters commented (outside of the survey) that yacht club gatherings
frequently create problems at public transient moorage facilities during summer weekends.
Specifically, boaters noted that yacht clubs sometimes may overstay the 72 hour "courtesy" visit
limit, may "swamp" an public transient moorage facility, expecting other users to leave, and
may misinform outside boaters wanting to use a facility by stating that a facility is "reserved"
for the weekend.

This information may be at least partially valid, given that Columbia River Yachting
Association clubs do indeed post a schedule of weekend destinations of member clubs during the
summer. This schedule is meant to deter yachting and other large groups from scheduling
concurrent trips to moorage facilities on a given weekend (other independent boaters also said
they used this schedule to plan where and when they would not travel, as well). Of the 66
boaters surveyed in person, 42 of 64 were indeed traveling with a group at the time.

The fact that such heavy group use currently is a problem at public transient moorage
facilities during the summer, implies that there is a demand or need for additional facilities.
Undoubtedly, additional facilities would be well-used by groups, or by independent boaters
seeking a less crowded situation. Although the development of additional facilities would not
solve all the problems listed above, it would be a start. Visible signs detailing the "unwritten"
rules and regulations for use of public transient moorage facilities might also help to alleviate
the problems related to group presence at facilities.

3.2b. Lower Columbia River Marinas

The following section details information gained in interviews of managers from four
major marinas downstream of Portland on the Lower Columbia River. It should be noted that
a complete survey of Lower Columbia River marinas was beyond the scope and purpose of this
research. This study was not intended to determine whether there is a demand for permanent
moorage on the Lower Columbia River. The purpose of this study was to determine the
existence of a demand for increased transient public moorages on the Lower Columbia River;
or, in other words, to determine if the provision of such facilities serves to spur increased use
of downstream stretches of the Lower Columbia river by boaters with permanent moorages in
Portland or nearby areas.

Figure 3e shows location and waiting list information from several marinas downstream
of Portland on the Lower Columbia River. Marina managers/owners were questioned on waiting
lists at their facilities on the assumption that waiting lists indicate that there is high use of the
region for recreational cruising. Waiting lists are also taken to indicate that there is a strong
related demand for public transient moorage facilities in the marina vicinity.
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Marina Location Slips Wait List?

St. Helens St. Helens, OR 200 For Covered/Sailbts
Bayport Scapoose, OR 80 20 for Covered
Elochoman Slough Cathiamet, WA 100 N.A.
Kalama Kalama, WA 225 List of 250 260

FIGURE 3e - Waiting Lists at Lower Columbia River Marinas (35,36,37,38)

From the chart above, in Figure 3e, it may be seen that managers of three out of four
major Lower Columbia River marinas indicated that there was a waiting list for some form of
moorage at their facility. Interestingly, the two larger marinas, St. Helens Marina and Kalama
Marina, have fewer vacant slips. Kalama Marina has the longest waiting list overall. However,
the manager of the St. Helens Marina, stated that there is an extensive waiting list for sailboats
and covered moorages at the St. Helens facility. The St. Helens Marina manager further stated
that, for larger cruising vessels, there are currently only one to two vacancies (35).

Admittedly, waiting lists do not always accurately document existing demand for
moorages in a given area. As Dr. Fred Smith notes 'Public marinas have discovered that many
of those on waiting lists were also on waiting lists at other marinas and never actually become
customers of new marinas" (39). However, once again, this report does not attempt to
document a demand for permanent moorage on the Lower Columbia River.

The data in Figure 4e indicates that there is a heightened interest in recreational boating
in this region of the Columbia River. In addition, when questioned, managers at each of these
facilities noted that there has been an increase in recreational boating on the Lower Columbia
River over the past two to three years. The Port of Kalama Marina manager said, for instance,
that the Kalama Marina has just been full since February of 1988 (39). At the Bayport Marina,
which is currently planning an expansion, the marina owners stated that they have witnessed a
20-fold increase in recreational boat traffic over the past three years (36). A need for increased
development of public facilities in this region may definitely be derived from such a substantial
increase in river use.

3.2c. Lower Columbia River Communities

Astoria

Statistics from the town of Astoria indicate that public transient moorages on the lower
Columbia River may eventually draw recreational boaters from Astoria, as well as from
Portland. As discussed in Section 1 .2b, town representatives have reported recent increases in
recreational cruising to the Astoria area. The CRMIM has been forced to turn down boater
groups out of Portland and the Puget Sound region who wanted to do a "package tour" of
Astoria and the museum, because there is no way for these groups to tie up in the city center.
The provision of dock space for such traveling vessels could promote more tourism to Astoria



and the CRMM, especially during events such as the Rose Festival (27).
As part of their waterfront revitalization plan, the town of Astoria has developed a fairly

detailed plan for new public day moorage facilities near the CRMM. This would allow boaters
to moor in the East or West Boat Basin facilities, which are a mile out town, and to travel to
the city center in their boats. This Astoria planning effort is not only evidence of an increased
demand for transient moorages in the Lower Columbia River, but also creates another potential
site for OSMB development assistance. The Astoria/CRMM site is included on the list of sites
evaluated for priority development in the next section (see Figure 5a).

St. Helens

In the case of St. Helens, the development of the Columbia View Park and Sand Island
public transient moorage facilities has successfully drawn increased boating activity to St.
Helens. These public transient moorage facilities are crowded with boaters during many summer
weekends, and also support substantial use during summer weeks and during the off season. The
Sand Island facilities have been expanded several times to keep up with growing use, and the
Columbia View Park has also witnessed expansions.

The public transient moorages near St. Helens serve as major attractions for boaters
cruising the Lower Columbia River. Boaters enjoy the Sand Island environment, as well as the
easy access to downtown St. Helens stores and restaurants which is provided by the Columbia
View Park. Providing boaters with access to downtown St. Helens has also supplied a needed
boost to St. Helens businesses.

Other Communities

The success of the St. Helens public transient moorage facilities serves as evidence of
the willingness of Portland area cruising boaters to travel to Lower Columbia River sites for a
pleasurable experience. The success of the St. Helens facilities has also, however, served to
draw more cruising boaters than ever to the Lower Columbia region. The waters near St.
Helens are becoming more and more crowded with recreational boaters, and, in much the same
maimer as has been suggested for the Portland region, it becomes necessary to entice cruising
boaters to diffuse their activities to sites further downriver.

Community representatives from other Lower Columbia River communities have stated
that there is a need for increased development of public transient moorage on the Lower
Columbia River. There are indeed many opportunities to repeat the success story of St. Helens
at other locations of the Lower Columbia River.

Clatskanie is one such Lower Columbia River community where there is much support
for the development of a public transient moorage facility. The situation in Clatskanie is
discussed in more detail in Section 1. 2b of this report. Although Clatskanie has not succeeded
in securing funds for needed dredging, has been working with the full backing of the Columbia
River Yachting Association, an coalition of yachting groups which sees Clatskanie as an
attractive future destination for river cruising events.

Rainier is another Lower Columbia River community where opportunities to promote
marine tourism are numerous. While Rainier has historically been a popular town for tourism
activity on the Lower Columbia, the town has not witnessed the boom in marine tourism seen
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in some Lower Columbia River communities over the past two to three years. The nearby
Kalaina Marina currently has a 2-year waiting list for slips. Boaters, however, are hesitant to
moor their boats at the Rainier Marina because it is on the main channel and is subject to heavy
battering by wakes and waves.

To focus on increasing marine recreation in Rainier, the newly-formed Rainier Marine
Advisory Committee has developed a Marina Improvement Plan which would include
development of a breakwater or berm to shelter the facility. The Rainier Town Council has
adopted the plan, and it is currently under review by resource agencies charged with
management of the Columbia River (40).

Thus, several Lower Columbia River communities have become aware of the potential
for increased marine tourism in the Lower Columbia River region. More relevant, these
communities have, for the most part, already witnessed an increase in recreational use of this
section of the Columbia. The responses and planning effects of such communities are another
positive indicator of a demand for development of public transient moorages on the Lower
Coluni



PART IV: EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL PUBLIC TRANSIENT
MOORAGE SITES

4.1. CRITERIA FOR SITE EVALUATION

In considering areas for their suitability as sites for public transient moorage facilities
four basic categories of criteria were examined: 1) Suitability of the site to boater preferences,
2) Physical characteristics of the sites, 3) Ownership of sites, and 4) Regulatory issues. Within
category number 1, suitability of site to boater preferences, the location of the site on the river,
or the distance between sites and existing facilities, was considered to be of major importance.
The ability of sites to support a facility connected to land was also considered in this category.
The second category of criteria weighed in evaluation of potential sites for public transient
moorage facilities, physical characteristics, included information such as water depth,
wind/protection, aesthetics, ease of access by land and water, existence of sand beaches, and the
proximity of river communities to the site. In the third criteria category, ownership, the
ownership of potential sites was evaluated to determine if publicly-owned land was available at
any sites. Finally, for the fourth category of criteria, regulatory issues, environmental concerns
and issues related to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dredge disposal sites were considered in
the evaluation of potential public transient moorage sites.

Information on the criteria defmed for evaluation of sites was obtained using three
methods of data collection. First, field investigation/survey of potential sites was accomplished
during a two day trip on the Lower Columbia River. Admittedly, the time allotted for this
investigation was only sufficient to allow for a preliminary overview of site characteristics. This
study recognizes that additional study of potential sites is needed as specific sites are more
closely considered for development of public transient moorage facilities. This initial survey of
site characteristics, however, did provide excellent data on the physical characteristics of sites.

A second method used to obtain information on sites was interviews of experienced river
users and of agency representatives involved in river management. Interviews with river users
provided additional information on physical characteristics of sites and on ownership of some
sites. Agency representatives furnished important information on the constraints to development
at some potential sites. Finally, literature review and consultation of existing studies provided
a third method to obtain data on potential sites for public transient moorages.

Criteria used for the evaluation of potential sites for public transient moorage facilities
are discussed in detail in the sections below.

4.la. Suitability of Site to Boater Preference

For each site considered in the next section, important characteristics which may
influence boater preference for a site will be listed. For the purposes of this study, the river
location of a site and the capacity of a sites to support a facility not attached to land were
determined to be the two major characteristics which would affect boater preference for a site.

Important information on boaters' preferred river mileage between sites was obtained
from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey. Results from the Public Moorage Survey also, however,
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indicated that the capacity of a site to support a facility connected to land is insignificant in
impacting boater preference for a site. Survey information is further discussed in Part V of the
report, and additional survey statistics may be found in Appendix B.

Aside from the issues discussed above, other data, such as the wind or the scenery at a
site also obviously will influence boater preference for a site. Although such data is not
contained under the 'Boater Preference" category of this section, it is recognized that such issues
may affect the preference that boaters hold for a site. These issues are also taken into
consideration in the prioritization of sites, and are discussed with other categories of data, seen
below, in this section.

4.lb. Physical Characteristics

Water Depth

Transient floats require a minimum design water depth of minus three feet at Ordinary
Low Water--Columbia River Datum (CRD) (41). This optimum design depth is set at -3 CRD
to allow deep draft vessels and sail craft easy access to public transient moorage facilities.

Because dredging presents such an expensive undertaking and disposal of spoils is
enviromnentally damaging, adequate water depth is a key criterion in evaluation of sites for
public transient moorage facilities. In addition to present depth, the fact that changes or
disturbance of current flow may cause sedimentation of areas in the river must be considered
in the evaluation of sites.

Preliminary depth sounding indicate that all the High Priority sites have sufficient water
depth to be usable year around. In some cases channels and fairways need to be marked to
safely access the potential sites. Further depth sounding data will be necessary prior to fmal
selection, plan development, and construction of these proposed sites.

The issue of patterns of sedimentation should be addressed upon fmal determination of
sites for development. This may be addressed, in part, by viewing aerial photography of regions
of the river over periods of time. (22)

Wind/Protection

In most cases, sites considered for development of public transient moorage facilities
were off the main channel of the Columbia River and were protected by islands or some other
structure. A certain amount of disparity, however, was seen regarding actual protection from
wind and wave conditions at specific sites. For instance, greater protection was often seen on
islands oriented toward the Northeast, due to the fact that winds in this region of Oregon come
out of the Northwest in the summer.

Based on interview with and survey of boaters, the issue of wind/protection seems to be
of particular importance to them. This concern is quite valid, given that in the main channel of
the Columbia, ship wakes of two to four feet, and wind-generated waves of two to five feet are
not uncommon. The strong tidal influence and rapid weather changes seen on the Lower
Columbia River also lend justification to the need for protected "harbors of refuge" for boaters
traveling in this region.
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In addition, public transient moorage facilities will obviously require less upkeep and
have a longer lifespan in protected areas. Facilities without adequate protection can and have
been destroyed during bad storms on the Columbia River.

Observations with respect to wind conditions and protection at candidate sites for
development are included in the next section. Because the provision of a network of known
protected "harbors of refuge" is imperative to the development of a safe recreational boating
industry in this region, wind/protection at sites is considered of primary importance to the
evaluation of sites.

Other Considerations

Some other physical characteristics which were considered in prioritizing sites for
development of public transient moorages included: 1) ease of access to site by land and water,
2) proximity of the site to various river communities with marinas and other support facilities,
3) presence of a sand beach near the site, 4) potential for development of upland picnic,
restroom, and camping facilities at a site, and 5) overall aesthetics of the site. Although
favorable evaluation of these criteria is not implicitly necessary for development of public
transient moorages at a given site, these criteria may significantly add to the attractiveness of
the site for boaters.

Characteristics, such as access to stores and restaurants of St. Helens from the Sand
Island Public Transient Moorage, have also been applauded by the cruising population on the
Lower Columbia River. Similarly, Lower Columbia River boaters have commended upland
facilities and swimming beaches at existing facilities. Thus, such factors may strongly influence
the popularity of a given facility and should be considered in the development of new public
transient moorages.

Again, however, as existing levels of demand for new facilities on the Lower Columbia
River dictate that new facilities will most likely be used regardless of whether such conveniences
and amenities are provided, these criteria are considered less important in the evaluation of sites.
The presence or quality of these physical characteristics are discussed for various sites in the
following section.

4.lc. Ownership

For each site evaluated in the following section, approximate maps for ownership
boundaries were drawn from County Tax assessment Records. The ownership boundaries are
labeled on overlays, with tax lot, acreage of plots, and names/addresses of owners also included
for each sites. Due to space considerations, only ownership data for sites ranked as A or B
priority sites is included in this report. Information gathered on other sites is on file at the
OSMB and will be available on request.

Ownership research was accomplished for the purpose of identifying potential sites for
public transient moorage development which are in public ownership. Although the piles and
floats which comprise a transient moorage are placed on submerged lands (which are under the
jurisdiction of the Oregon Division of State Lands-DSL), private upland owners always have first
preference for leasing the adjacent submerged lands. Thus, an uncooperative private upland
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owner could make development at some sites difficult. Public ownership of waterfront sites is
also preferable because, for transient moorages connected to land, public ownership of land
makes development of restrooms and picnic sites more feasible, without outright purchase of the
land.

The ownership issue plays more of a role in the latter stages of planning, however. For
the purposes of this preliminary planning document, sites seen to be in public ownership were
favored, but plots under private ownership were not deleted from priority consideration for
development. In actuality, few Lower Columbia River site examined through this study were
found to be in public ownership.

In the latter stages of planning for public transient moorage development, the OSMB and
other project sponsors will be involved with contacting owners for sites where development will
be pursued. A related issue which would be addressed at a similar stage in the planning process
would be the solicitation of local government entities to provide support and maintenance for
public transient moorage facilities.

4.ld. Regulatory Issues

Environmental Issues

The Lower Columbia River provides critical habitat for species of mammals, birds,
waterfowl, and fish not commonly found in other regions of Oregon. Although recreational
boating may provide a relatively unintrusive means too view such wildlife, wildlife habitat needs
must be addressed when planning for development in this region. In an attempt to minimize
conflict between this issue and development of sites for public transient moorage facilities,
interviews were conducted with representatives from the Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife (USFWS),and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). Comments
from these representatives regarding habitat value for sites under consideration may be seen in
the next section.

Another key environmental issue which will undoubtedly affect siting of public transient
moorage facilities in this region is the issue of wetland delineation. One approach to defining
candidate sites which boarder or contain wetlands might be to look at existing National Wetland
Inventory (NW!) maps, housed by the Oregon Division of State Lands. However, given that
OR S.B. 3 wifi substantially revise wetland delineation as set out in the NW! protocol, it seems
advisable to simply allow the various regulatory agencies to address this issue themselves in the
permitting process for individual sites (31).

Very basic observations on upland/wetland boundaries for various sites are laid out in
the following section. Sites with obvious or reported significant wildlife or wetland attributes
were avoided or given a low priority rating for development.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Dredge Disoosal Sites

Many of the islands of the Lower Columbia River have been created through the
deposition of dredge spoil materials by the Army Corps of Engineers. As well, some off these
locations are currently in use as dredge spoil disposal sites. Depending on the degree of use for
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dredge disposal, or plans for further use (under the Proposed Channel Improvement Study), it
may prove infeasible to site a public transient moorage facility in some of these locations.

Through interviews with Corps Representatives (17), and consultation of Corps
Documents (33,34), sites were designated where dredge spoil disposal may represent a conflict.
This information is listed for the specific sites in question in the following section.

4.2. RANKING SYSTEM

Using the above categories of criteria, potential sites for public transient moorage
facilities were ranked using the following system. For the purposes of this study, boating safety
was a primary consideration in the evaluation of potential sites. The distance between sites and
existing facilities, wind/protection, and water depth at sites were weighed as the main criteria
related to the issue of boating safety.

Also of primary importance in the evaluation of potential sites for public transient
moorages were environmental constraints to site development. Critical wildlife habitat needs
and the presence of endangered or threatened species was weighed heavily in determining the
suitability of potential sites for development.

Secondary importance was denoted to criteria related to a site's convenience for boaters.
Characteristics such as the distance of sites from river communities providing access to fuel and
grocery facilities and the ease of access to the site from land and water were considered under
this general category of convenience.

Of tertiary importance were criteria such as aesthetics, presence of swim beaches, and
the potential for development of upland picnic and camp areas at potential public transient
moorage sites. The presence of U.S. Army Corps of Engineer dredge disposal sites was also
considered to be of tertiary importance in the evaluation of potential sites.

Finally, for reasons discussed above, several criteria were determined to be insignificant
for the ranldng of potential sites for public transient moorages. Site ownership and the ability
of sites to support facilities connected to land were found to be of minimal importance for the
evaluation of sites, and thus these criteria, although listed in this section, were basically deleted
from consideration.

To designate the actual priority of potential sites evaluated through this study, a letter
ranldng system was employed. With this method, using the above criteria and procedure,
potential sites for public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River were given a letter
rank of A, B, C, or D. In this ranking system, sites ranked A are highest priority for
development. Sites ranked B and C are lower in preference, respectively, and D sites are lowest
priority for development. Actual recommendations for the development of these sites is further
discussed in Part V of the report.

A few fmal comments should be included in this discussion of methods used to rank
potential sites for public transient moorage facilities. First, the difficulty in fmding good sites
that met all the above criteria must be stated outright. Readers may fmd that some sites seem
more suitable than others, according to the study criteria and procedure. Much effort and
thought was put, however, into determining a network of priority sites which conformed to the
study criteria. The eminent need for a true network of public transient moorage facilities on
the Lower Columbia River best explains any perceived discrepancy in the site recommendations
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of this report.
Second, due to time limitations, the evaluation and ranking of potential public transient

moorage sites in this report gave no consideration to the ease of operation and maintenance of
sites after they are developed. Obviously this is an important consideration and must be
reviewed as development is pursued for specific sites.

4.3. DATA DISPLAY FOR SITES EVALUATED

This section presents information on criteria discussed above and the priority ranking for
each site evaluated in the study. As data was collected regarding potential sites for public
transient moorage facilities, it proved useful to numerically code the sites. Thus, this section
of the report will be organized by the numbers assigned to the consecutive sites evaluated on the
Lower Columbia River, beginning at St. Helens, RM 86, and proceeding to Astoria, RM 15.

The following clarifications will assist interpretation of the site information contained in
this section. First, in cases where physical survey of suggested sites indicated an unsuitability
for development, no further investigation of the site was conducted. Discontinuation of research
was limited to sites where insufficient water depth or protection was clearly a problem. In these
cases where development was clearly not possible, additional research on these sites would have
represented an inefficient use of critical time left on the project.

Second, where criterion information was not relevant or available for a particular site,
"none" or "unknown" are recorded after the specific criterion section. In some cases, additional
investigation may be required to obtain unknown information if a potential site becomes a serious
candidate for development.

Data on potential sites was collected by physical survey during a two day trip on the
Lower Columbia River, through interviews with river users and representatives from river
management agencies, and through a review of existing relevant literature. River sites to be
evaluated were determined through survey and interview of river users. This report
acknowledges that data collected for this study, for the most part, represents only preliminary
planning information. In particular, it is recognized that a two day survey of river sites allows
for only a cursory overview of site characteristics. Additional in depth site investigations must
be performed as individual sites are more seriously considered for development.

Notes accrued during the two day study trip on the Lower Columbia River are included
for each site under the section entitled "Observations". Specific issues such as water depth,
wind protection, and other considerations, are listed separately.

Pictures were taken of many sites evaluated during the two day study trip. Some of these
photos are included in Appendix c the report. Video footage was also taken for all of the sites.
Therefore, where pictures are not included or are unavailable, video footage should exist to
provide additional data for each site.

Some sites reviewed during the two day river study were seen to contain potential "sub-
sites", which represented actual specific locations for potential moorages. These sub-sites are
labeled on sketches included with the notes from this trip (for example, 1A, 1B, 1C, for Site
#1). Where sites were ranked at A or B priority locations for public transient moorage facilities,
preliminary facility design sketches are included for the site. The facility designs depict only

a conceptual view and a proposed use for the site.



The following list displays the potential sites for public transient moorage facilities
evaluated in this study. Numerical designations, River Mile (RM) location, and priority ranking
is included in this summary list of potential sites.

FIGURE 4a - Summary List of Sites Evaluated in
Public Transient Moorage Study

Number jLe Priority Ranking*

86 COLUMBIA VIEW PARK - ST. HELENS

80 Site #1 Deer/Goat Island D
75 Site #2 Sandy Island B
74 Site #3 Goble D
71.5 Site #4 Prescott Area D
67 Site #5 Rainier A
64.5 Site #6 Dibblee D
63 Site #7 Lord Island C
62 Site #8 "Pirate's Cove" B
61 Site #9 Walker Island D
55.5 Site #10 Criins Island D
55.5 Site #11 Crims Mainland C
55 Site #12 Gull Island D
50 48 Site #13 Wallace Island A
43 Site #14 Westport Slough B
38 35 Site #15 Tenasifiahe Island D
38 25 Site #16 Clifton/Prairie Channel D
30 Site #17 Aldrich Point A
28 Site #18 Miller Sands/ D

Woody Island Channel
27 Site #19 Blind Slough C
26 Site #20 Knappa Slough/ D

Karison Island
25.5 Site #21 Marsh Island C
21 Site #22 Svenson Island C
20 Site #23 Lois Island B
15 Site #24 Astoria/CRMM Site A

* Priority Ranking A High D Low
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DEER/GOAT ISLAND Site #1

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 80

Distance from St. Helens: 6 RM , Astoria: 65 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Medium

Wind: Goat Island was an extremely well-protected from wind and wake and is a quiet
location.

OBSERVATIONS:

The small slough which separates Deer and Goat Island was surveyed, moving from the
downstream to the upstream end of Goat Island. It seemed as though the land had been plotted
off into lots, and was numbered. This seemed to be true of the area across the slough on Deer
Island, as well.

Overall, the slough behind Goat Island seems to be a fairly good candidate for
development for public transient moorage areas. The upstream end of this slough is closed in
by dikes and fill. This end of the slough seemed to have the best water, contrary to what was
shown on the chart. The downstream entrance to the slough was somewhat tricky, however, and
the entrance to the slough would probably have to be marked with buoys for safe passage by
recreational boaters.

There was a nice Sandy Beach on the downstream end of Goat Island. In fact, the beach
probably marks a large sand bar stretching off this end of the island, from this beach. There
are a significant number of deadheads floating in the slough, as well, which would represent a
problem to navigation there (in fact, the area would defmitely require snag removal). A large
snag sits about 50 feet off the entrance to the slough, toward the main waterway, again,
indicating the presence of shallow water off the downstream end of Goat Island. Again, the
entrance to the channel would have to be well marked, in order to keep people more toward
Deer Island as they approach the slough.

The slough could, however, provide a very nice location for a facility, if such safety
measures could be taken care of. It is well-protected water, and provides a quiet, somewhat
secluded, location off the main channel. The site also, however, is within 6 miles of St. Helens,
so it would provide access to a river town.

There were some cows grazing toward the upstream end of Goat on Deer Island. The
cows had obviously also been grazing on Goat Island. Deer and raccoon tracks were also seen
on Goat Island. Both islands have a significant amount of vegetation and trees. Upland
vegetation was noted on the inner portion of Goat Island.



There appears to be no commercial use of this area, other than the cattle, thus, a facility
here would not be interfering with other uses. Across from the downstream end of Goat, on
Deer Island, there was some residential development, so it may be advisable to keep
development for recreational use to the upstream area of the slough. A facility in this location
could be connected to shore, but it might prove easier to place a non-connected moorage facility.
The channel through the center of the slough appears to have sufficient water depth. However,
on some locations near the shore, the water became shallower.

The figure below illustrates some of the above comments regarding the potential for Goat
Island to support a public transient moorage facility.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Excellent shallow, protected location for waterfowl.
2) Good intertidal wetlands and riparian forested lands.
3) Habitat for aquatic fur bearers.
4) Large blue heron colony on Deer Island which forage on the mudflats in the slough

between the two islands.
5) Probably is important habitat for wintering Bald Eagles.
6) Probably a site for Western Pond Turtles (classed as Sensitive).

(17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Channel side of the island is a current dredge disposal site. (42)

OWNERSHIP:

Ownership seems to be totally with Ms. Diane Kem, who has not been interested in
public development on her property previously. Ms. Kem currently is applying to do
maintenance dredging for access to a pre-existing boat house on Deer Island, across from
the downstream tip of Goat Island.
(DSL Permit #RP 5802).
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SANDY ISLAND Site #2

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 75

Distance from St. Helens: 11 RM , Astoria: 60 RM

Development Priority: B

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes (2A, 2B, and 2C)

Water Depth: Good

Wind: There was no noticeable problem with wind and wake on the backside of Sandy
Island. This island would provide a well-protected location for moorages.

OBSERVATIONS:

General observatiOns were made while motoring from the downstream in the slough
behind Sandy Island. Overall, the slough behind Sandy Island was easily navigable, and would
provide easy access to sites on the island. The Hunter Bar area on the very upstream end of
Sandy Island, however, was somewhat shallow, and it may be wise to advise boaters to approach
the slough from the downstream tip of the island. The West (downstream) end of the island
appeared to be used for log storage due to the presence of dolphins in that area. There was an
existing log raft at the West end of the island, near the Slough. Someone had informed me that
the slough toward the West end of the island was a year round phenomenon, and would probably
be boatable. This was not the case. The area in front of the Slough was quite shallow. In fact,
the boat hit bottom about 20 feet in front of the mouth of the slough.

There were some excellent possibilities for sites on the area of the island directly
upstream from this slough. A particularly good site exists on a sandy beach within this area,
which was well-marked by a lone large Cottonwood tree (2A). Whereas the water depth along
the upstream end of the island was more shallow, the water depth of the area surrounding the
Cottonwood tree was slightly deeper and would allow for a dock connecting to land at this site.
The boat was pulled ashore on the sand near the tree, video footage was taken of the onshore
area. The upland at site 2A appeared fairly flat, which would allow for camping areas and
restrooms. The entire island is well-vegetated and is quite scenic. Although the highway runs
along the mainland behind Sandy Island, there did not seem to be any prohibiting significant
amount of noise here.

Sandy Island appeared to have excellent sites for public transient moorage facilities. The
town of Goble, as well as the Washington town, Kalama, would provide boaters using a facility
at Sandy Island with easy access to marina and town facilities.
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Other Considerations:
1) Site 2A, which is well-marked by a large lone Cottonwood Tree, is located on a sandy

beach.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Good riparian habitat and intertidal wetlands, which are probably of importance to

migrating waterfowl and aquatic furbearers. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Current dredge spoil disposal site, mainly on channel side and East end of the island. (42)
2) Channel Deepening Study plans to expand use of island as a dredge disposal site. (43)

See next page.
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OWNERSHIP - SANDY ISLAND/GOBLE (Sites #2 and #3)

Tax Lot # Acreage Owner & Address

1 100 262.62 Brix Maritime Co.
P.O. Box 83018
9030 NW St Helens Rd
Portland, OR 97283

2 1800 72.92 Brusco, Roland E 1/4 et al
Knappton Coip
P.O. Box 03018
Portland, OR 97203

3 1700 0.55 Meissner, Larry

4 1600 P&S Railroad
do Burlington Railroad

5 1500 2.00 Law, Merle & Dulien, F.
P.O. Box 220
Lynwood, CA 90262

6 100 Law, Merle

7 200 0.8 Ryder, Freeman & Lois

70360 Columbia River Hwy
Rainier, OR 97048

8 300 1.0 Ryder, Freeman

9 400 Ryder, Freeman
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GOBLE Site #3

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 74

Distance from St. Helens: 12 RM , Astoria: 59 RM

Development Priority: D

Facifity Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: No significant problems with wind and wake noted in this location. However,
because the town of Goble is not well-protected by Sandy Island, it seems
reasonable to assume that the wind may pick up in this location.

OBSERVATIONS:

On the mainland side of the river behind Sandy Island, we noted that most of the area
seemed to be used for farming. Cows were seen grazing on the mainland off the upstream end
of the island.

Also on the mainland area behind Sandy Island, many dolphins were seen possibly
indicating use the submerged lands for log storage. There was an area of active log raft use
from an Elder Rocks (on the mainland) to the Pile Dike. It appeared that some of the channel
near the mainland side may have been dredged for log storage due to the fact that it was
consistently quite deep fairly close to shore.

Especially near the upper end of Sandy Island, it was noted that boaters would need to
stay near the landward side of the channel, due to the fact that the water was somewhat
shallower near the upstream end of Sandy Island. It would seem that most boaters would be
knowledgeable enough to stay close to the log rafts if they did not know the area, however.

The existing facilities at Goble were surveyed. There is a boat launch ramp at this site,
which is owned by Columbia County. The adjacent marina is privately-owned. OSMB staff
have stated that there has been a problem with acquiring land for adequate parking facilities for
the launch ramp in this area. The docking facilities at the Goble Marina seemed to be fairly run
down and in need of upkeep.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:

1) There is most likely use of old pilings for nesting by Purple Martins (which are classified
as a Sensitive Species under the ESA). (44)

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: See previous map for Site #2.
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PRESCOTT AREA Site #4

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 71.5

Distance from St. Helens: 14.5 RM , Astoria: 56.5 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Poor. Very shallow, could not support a facility without dredging.

Wind: Unknown

OBSERVATIONS:

The Prescott Beach area is popular for bank fishing and windsurfmg. The Port of St.
Helens owns this Sandy Beach area. Prescott Beach is slightly downstream of the Trojan
Nuclear Power Plant.

A County Park is being planned at the Prescott Beach location. This area was considered
for public transient moorage development, because there is a small cove or slough-like area off
the beach where a moorage facility might possibly be sited. However, when approached during
low water, it was easily seen that this small cove would be impassible on a low tide without
dredging of the mudflats. Several species of wetland plants were also noted in this area, which
would make development here unlikely.

The figure below illustrates the potential site in the Prescott Beach area.

NOTE:
Directly upstream of the Trojan Nuclear Power plant, we also looked at the Coffm Rock

area. This location was previously considered as an area for siting of public transient moorage
facilities. Behind the rock is a little protected cove with good water close to the shore (40 ft).
Apparently, the upland owner (lessee), PGE, was not interested in using the land for overnight
public transient moorages. Consideration of the Coffm Rock site for a day use only facility
should be further investigated.

NO FURTHER EVALUATION OF TifiS SITE
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CITY OF RAINIER MARINA Site #5

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 67

Distance from St. Helens: 19 RM , Astoria: 52 RM

Development Priority: A

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Site is exposed to considerable wind and wake from commercial boating traffic,
but renovations to include some kind of breakwater at site are planned.

OBSERVATIONS:

The City of Rainier Marina potential public transient moorage site was investigated
outside of the scheduled two day Lower Columbia River survey trip.

As discussed previously, the Rainier Town Council is planning a major revitalization of
the City of Rainier Marina. They would like to improve the marina dock and launch ramp
conditions, as well increase parking for the facility. A major part of the revitalization scheme
would also be centered around developing some kind of wave/wake attenuation structure for this
marina, which sits on the main channel of the Columbia River.

The City of Rainier Marina has great potential to support increased use by recreational
boaters, provided the above renovation needs are addressed. Water depth is adequate, and there
is good water flow at this site, which would deter future sedimentation. The town of Rainier
is a scenic river community, with needed services and amenities within walking distance of the
water front. Further, the town of Rainier is easily accessed from Highway 30, making this site
convenient for access from land.

The provision of funding for renovations and the development of public transient moorage
facilities at the City of Rainier Marina would allow Rainier to benefit from the increased
presence of recreational boaters on the Lower Columbia River. In turn, boaters would be
provided with another town-based public transient moorage facility on this system.

Preliminary ideas regarding needed renovations and developments at the City of Rainier
Marina are detailed in the figure below.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues: None

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP:

The City of Rainier is the owner of the uplands adjacent to the Rainier Marina. As such,
Rainier is allowed preference in the leasing of the submerged lands of the marina.



DIBBLEE Site #6

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 64.5

Distance from St. Helens: 21.5 RM , Astoria: 49.5 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Poor. Very shallow, could not support a facility without dredging.

Wind: Unknown

OBSERVATIONS:

The area behind the Dibblee Dike is very shallow. The slough behind the dike is too
shallow to nass through even on the extreme downstream side.

NOFU



LORD ISLAND Site #7

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 63

Distance from St. Helens: 23 RM , Astoria: 48 RM

Development Priority: C

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Upstream two-thirds of the island was more protected from the wind due to the
orientation of island.

OBSERVATIONS:

Lord Island was surveyed moving from the upstream to the downstream end of the island.
At a distance of about 50 ft off the island, most of the area along the back of the island had
adequate depth for siting of facilities. The downstream end of the island, however, proved to
be slightly deeper.

The upstream 2/3 of the island seemed to be afforded the best protection from the wind.
This seems to be due to the bend in the island at the lower 1/3 or downstream end (see figure
below). While surveying this area in the afternoon, and the wind seemed to pick up bringing
choppy water in behind the islands.

There was a sandy beach near the upstream end of the island, which might prove to be
a good site. However, there seemed to be wetland vegetation in this location, as well. The best
locations for moorage facilities, seemed to be toward the center/downstream end of the island.
There are PGE towers near the center of the island which are a good marker for this area.
Anywhere in the area on Lord Island from about 100 feet before the towers to 500 600 feet
down from the towers seemed to be good possible locations for public transient moorages.
There were larger (possibly Cottonwood) trees in this area, indicating stable uplands. There was
also a bluff of about 4 5 feet in this location leading to good flat lands, and thus this location
might support upland restroom, camping, and picnic facilities. Off from the general vicinity of
the towers, depth sounding showed adequate depth at approximately 30 feet from the shore. The
nearby town of Rainier could provide a supply site for boaters using a public transient moorage
facility on Lord Island.

Some possible downialls of developing in the Lord Island area include shallow water in
the channel behind the island, and some deadheads near the downstream end of the island. From
the deep water beside Lord Island, the water became very shallow in some areas before
deepening again near the mainland. The area may require channel markers to ensure safe
navigation by recreational boaters.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Goose nesting, foraging by herons, and migratory waterfowl seen in shallow areas.
2) Aquatic fur-bearer habitat.
3) Part of the home territory of Mayger-based bald eagle pair. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Current disposal site in between Walker and Lord Islands. (42)

OWNERSHIP: See next page.





PWATE'S COVE: MAINLAND BEHIND
LORD AND WALKER ISLANDS

Site #8

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 62

Distance from St. Helens: 24 RM , Astoria: 47 RM

Development Priority: B

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Excellent protection from wind and wave conditions is afforded by the rock
outcroppings at each of these sites.

OBSERVATIONS:

In looking at the mainland area behind Lord and Walker Island, several rock ledges
forming small coves were found. These rock ledges were found to provide excellent protection
for potential public transient moorage areas. The rock ledges were located just off from the
point where Lord and Walker island are connected by dikes. There were approximately four
successive rock ledges leading to coves, all of which seemed suitable for development. Beyond
the last ledge were log storage areas and the PGE Tower on the mainland.

Water depth near these rock ledges and coves was excellent. Depth sound data showed
good water depths very close to shore at each of these rock ledges. The coves further up the
channel seemed to be the deepest.

A facility at any of these coves probably would not be attached to land. There were high
bluffs behind these areas, and the areas were rocky with some trees and little flat areas. The
railroad runs a path which they have cut into the rock wall directly behind these locations.
Trains, however, should not pose a problem in that they run very infrequently along this section
of the tracks. Again, the town of Rainier would provide a nearby town where boaters using a
"Pirate's Cove" moorage could gear up or go shopping.

Later in the thy, a couple on a 30 foot sailboat mentioned this area specifically as an area
that they liked to anchor their boat in. They noted that they used to tie on to log rafts in this
area, but that there have not been log rafts beyond the PGE tower for some time. The boaters
said that the sites behind Lord and Walker Islands were called "Pirates Cove".
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Enviromnental/ Wildlife Issues:
1) No significant issues at this location. (44)

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHiP: See next page.
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OWNERSHIP - WALKER AND LORI) ISLANDS AND PIRATE'S COVE
(Sites #7, 8, and 9)

Tax Lot # Acreage Owner & Address

1 300 (8300) 100.96 Columbia County
Courthouse
St. Helens, OR 97051

2 200 (8300) Weyerhaeuser Co.
Attn. S Togerson
P.O. Box 188
Longview, WA 98632

3 100 (8300) 105.50 Brix Maritime Co.
P.O. Box 83018
Portland, OR

4 800 (8328) 26.72 Mustola, Eleanor
74679 Columbia River Hwy
Rainier, OR 97048

5 200 (8328) Brusco Booming & Dredging
(Tidelands)

6 100 (8334) 9.85 Ledgett, J.L.
Box 400
Kalama, WA 98625

6 500 (Tidelands) Brix Maritime

7 200 (8334) 32.5 Ledgett, J.L.

7 299 (Tidelands) Knappton Corp.

8 300 (8334) 20.63 SPS Railroad

8 600 (Tidelands) Brix Maritime

9 201 (8334) 35.18 Ledgett, J.L.

10 400 (8334) 58.71 Washburn, Richard
78114 Alston Mayger Rd.
Rainier, OR 97048

10 499 (Tidelands) Brix Maritime
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WALKER ISLAND Site #9

SUJTABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 61

Distance from St. Helens: 25 RM , Astoria: 46 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Attached to Land: No

Water Depth: Medium

Wind: The only viable site noted was on the extreme downstream tip of the island. Due
to the orientation of the island, this site is exposed to considerable wind. High
winds could be a problem at this site.

OBSERVATIONS:

Walker Island was not found to be an overly good location for siting of public transient
moorage facilities. The area along the upstream end of the island was too shallow to connect
a moorage facility to shore there. And, along the downstream end of the island, where is got
deeper along the shore, much of the shoreline is currently in use for log storage. In attempting
to sound some of the areas behind the log rafts for depth, it was found that these areas were too
shallow for much exploration. Also, the small cove in between Lord and Walker Island was
found to be very shallow.

The single possibility for connecting a public transient moorage facility to the land on
Walker Island appeared to be near the extreme downstream end of the island. There was a small
cove, sandy area just up from the point of the island, which seemed to have adequate protection
and depth for moorages. Unfortunately, this area, as may be seen below, is mainly intertidal
lands, and thus represents critical waterfowl habitat. This potential site on Walker Island also
did not seem to possess adequate uplands to support, or to protect, any upland facilities.

An additional negative aspect of developing for public transient moorages on Walker
Island is the fact that exposure to wind was more of a problem at this location, due to the
orientation of the island. The figure below illustrates commentary with regard to siting of public
transient moorage facilities on Walker Island.

Other Considerations:
1) The only sand beach on the island was seen at site 9A.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Site noted as appropriate for moorage (shallow downstream tip) is critical waterfowl

habitat.
2) Important habitat for Canada Geese, herons, aquatic fur bearers, and bald eagles. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Channel side currently in use as a dredge disposal site. (42)

OWNERSHIP: See next page.





CR11'1S ISLAND Site #10

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 55.5

Distance from St. Helens: 30.5 RM, Astoria: 40.5 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Medium

Wind: The site on the backside of Crims Island seemed to be well-protected from wind
and wave conditions.

OBSERVATIONS:

On Bradbury Slough, along the backside of Crims Island, not many areas were seen
which would provide the needed characteristics for siting of public transient moorage facilities.
The upstream end of the island was found to be very shallow. Again, boaters would probably
need to approach the island from the downstream end of the slough. Also, there are some
shallow mudflats on the very downstream end of the island, near the tip of the island.

There was actually some deeper water downstream of the mudflats near the tip of Crims
Island. Upstream of the mudflat area, however, there was a significant portion land which
would probably be considered wetlands, and hence, could not be looked at for development.
Sources from WTD Industries, who did an assessment of the Bald Eagle pair who inhabit Crims
Island, told me that the eagles forage on the mud flats near the downstream end of the island,
as well, so development probably should not be encouraged near this end of the island.

One area which looks like a possible site for development was seen. The location was
almost directly across from the slough with the bridge on the mainland side. This area was
upstream from the wetlands, and looked like it supported significant upland vegetation. The
depth sounds in this location showed adequate water to support a facility for moorages. No
sandy beaches were seen on this island, and there is really no river communities where boaters
could buy supplies in close proximity to this site.

In Bradbury Slough, a small (18 ft) boat towing a water-skier was seen, indicating that
there is some recreational boating use in this area.



REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Significant enviromnental considerations with respect to development

on this island due to the fact that a bald eagle pair have nested on
the island. The eagle pair has been seen to forage on the mudflats
on the backside of the island, and have fledged an eaglet in the past
year.

2) Important habitat for ducks, geese and swans. Bed of wapato wetlands
in between Gull and Crims is key foraging area for waterfowl.

3) Island supports aquatic fur bearer population. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) East tip of Crims is a dredge disposal site. (42)
2) Island is a proposed mitigation site for the Corps Channel Deepening

Study. (43)

OWNERSHIP: Mainly private.

Note Much of the tideland of this island is in use by a private owner for log storage.



CRIMS MAINLAND Site #11

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 55.5

Distance from St. Helens: 30.5 RM , Astoria: 40.5 RM

Development Priority: C

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Bradbury Slough is well-protected from unfavorable wind and wake conditions.

OBSERVATIONS:

Several private boat ramps and private moorages were seen on the mainland side of
Bradbury Slough. There are also other existing and proposed developments (Army Corps Docks
and proposed WTD plant) in this area.

Upstream from the small slough running off of Bradbury Slough, there are shallower
areas and some private docks and houseboats. Rip-rap was seen on the shoreline of much of this
area.

Downstream from the slough would be the only valid area for development. Moving
along the shore in the area downstream of the slough, we got fairly consistent depth
measurements of 13 to 14 feet throughout the area to the point where there is another boat ramp.
There seemed to be ample available flat uplands in this areas to support onshore support
facilities. However, there were no sandy beaches in this area, and also no nearby river
communities which could provide supplies to boaters using a site on the Crims mainland.
Further, this area is not readily accessible by road.

Most boaters would probably have to enter the Bradbury Slough from the downstream
end of the slough, because the upstream end seems to have shoaled in quite a bit. The
ownership of the uplands of the mainland side of the slough might present a problem, as well,
for connecting a facility to land in this location. The ownership seems to be with PGE, who
have not been very agreeable to such development on their lands, previously.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Although there are no restrictive environmental concerns directly

related to the mainland off of Crims, development in this area has
been restricted previously due to the eagle pair on Crims. Joe Pes sick
of ODFW recommends that development should not occur within 1/2 a
mile of Crims Island. (44)

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: Mainly private.
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GULL ISLAND (off Crims) Site #12

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 55

Distance from St. Helens: 31 RM , Astoria: 40 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Medium

Wind: Extremely well-sheltered from wind and wake.

OBSERVATIONS:

Gull Island is a small island off the channel side of Crims Island, which seems to be
connected to Crims through shoaling activity or dredge spoil deposits. On initial inspection of
the channel between Gull and Crims Island, it seemed to be fairly narrow and impassable.
Navigation of the entrance to the channel was found to be difficult, with a shoal extending off
of Gull. However, the channel, in general, had excellent water, for such a relatively small
basin. The water depths were found to be best along the Cruns Island side of the channel. In
between the islands, the area along Crims had good water for a fairly large distance between the
two islands. The three dolphins lined up between the two islands marked the end of the route
we could travel between the two islands.

The area between Gull and Crims Island would be an adequate location for a public
transient moorage facility, however, people would most likely have trouble navigating the
entrance to the basin between the two islands. The entrance would have to be marked
extensively with buoys and channel markers. Gull Island also did not seem to contain ample
uplands to support any onshore facilities, such as restrooms or picnic areas. The island is also
somewhat distant from river communities where boaters could obtain supplies. The area is,
however, very well-sheltered and secluded (much better sheltered from the wind than the other
side of Crims Island).

Two boaters had anchored their boat in the area off of Gulls Island. Their sailboat was
about 30 feet long, they said, and had a draft of 4 feet. They noted that they had anchored in
the area behind Gull Island previously, often with groups of 4 -5 boats rafting together. One
possible problem they noted with development in this area is that the water level in the channel
changes a lot with the tides.

Other Considerations:
1) Excellent sandy beach on the downstream tip of Gull Island.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Significant enviromnental considerations with respect to development

on this island due to the fact that a bald eagle pair have nested on
the island. The eagle pair has been seen to forage on the mudflats
on the backside of the island, and have fledged an eaglet in the past
year.

2) Important habitat for ducks, geese and swans. Bed of wapato wetlands
in between Gull and Crims is key foraging area for waterfowl.

3) Island supports aquatic fur bearer population. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) East tip of Crims is a dredge disposal site. (42)
2) Island is a proposed mitigation site for the Corps Channel Deepening

Study. (43)

OWNERSHIP: Mainly private lands.
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WALLACE ISLAND Site #13

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 50 48

Distance from St. Helens: 36 38 RM , Astoria: 35 33 RM

Development Priority: A

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Upstream end of island more protected from wind.

OBSERVATIONS:
Wallace Island was found to have some good areas for siting of public transient moorage

facilities. Wallace Slough, which runs behind the island seemed to have fairly consistently deep
water, particularly on the upstream end of the island. Due to the shape of this island, the
upstream end was found to be more protected from the wind (which can be a considerable factor
in this area Jones Beach, a popular windsurfmg spot, is just at the downstream end of the
island).

The vegetation of the island seemed to indicate the presence of some nice upland areas.
No significant areas of wetland habitat were seen during this first overview. Some excellent
sandy areas were found near both ends of the island.

There was a particularly good sandy beach on the upstream end of Wallace Island, near
the entrance to the Beaver Slough. At this spot an adequate depth sound reading was measured
fairly close to the shore (on a low tide). Running along the slough from the upstream end of
the island, fairly consistent depth readings were obtained at approximately 40 feet from the
shore. Sufficient protected uplands were also seen at upstream end sites, which would allow for
development of restrooms and other support facilities at a Wallace Island Public Transient
Moorage.

It should be noted that a facility on Wallace Island (especially near Beaver Slough) might
help to solve some of the conflict which has stemmed from the failure to fund dredging of the
Beaver Slough and the Clatskanie River. Traveling out from the Beaver Boat Launch Ramp,
the Clatskanie River was found to be very shallow in some spots, and especially near the boat
ramp. Beaver Slough was fairly easily navigable, however. With adequate attention to the
tides, most boaters could take advantage of the restaurants and stores of Clatskanie while
spending a weekend at Wallace Island.

The Wallace Island area, in general, was very scenic. A great deal of Canadian Geese
were seen on or near the island. The mainland behind the island seemed to be mostly diked
farmlands, and not exceptionally suitable for moorage sites. Areas behind the small shoals in
Wallace Slough were found to be too shallow to support any facilities.



Other Considerations:
1) Sandy beach at both upstream and downstream sites on island.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) The West (downstream) tip of this island shows good, shallow intertidal

wetlands which would be critical habitat for migrating waterfowl.
2) The island provides significant habitat for Canada Geese. (17,44)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Downstream tip of island is currently in use as dredge disposal site. (42)

OWNERSHIP: See next page
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OWNERSHIP - WALLACE ISLAND (Site #13)

Tax Lot # Acreage Owner & Address

1 100 (8430) 127.20 Newsom, Reuben and Marjorie
2437 SE Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97214

2 200 (8536) Longview Fibre
P.O. Box 3000
Longview, WA 98632

3 100 (8436) 174.20 Newsom, Reuben and Marjorie

4 200 (8436) 68.60 Longview Fibre

5 100 (8535) 209.10 Longview Fibre
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WESPORT SLOUGH Site #14

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 43

Distance from St. Helens: 43 RM, Astoria: 28 RM

Development Priority: B

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Good wind/wave protection at this site.

OBSERVATIONS:

As a commercial ferry runs out of this slough, it is fairly evident that Westport Slough
is navigable. From this brief review of the Westport Slough area, the slough seemed to have
adequate water to support a public transient moorage facility throughout its distance. The slough
is well off the main channel and affords boaters using the region excellent calm boating
conditions.

The question with regard to siting moorages near Westport would probably be more
related to ownership of the uplands. There is a great deal of private lands in the Westport
Slough area. The Army Coips of Engineers, in their Columbia River Channel Improvement
Study, is also looking at Westport Slough for three dredge disposal sites.

Given that the Westport Slough region presents ample possibilities for the development
of public transient moorages, additional investigation of this area is warranted. Potential sites
in Westport Slough seemed to possess excellent flat uplands to allow for development ofsupport
facilities for recreational boaters. Sites also seemed to be available in close proximity to the
public boat launch ramp which is owned and operated by Clatsop County. Construction of a
public transient moorage facility at such a sight would seem to bring the possibility of enhanced
economic development to this region. In addition, Westport Slough is fairly close to Highway
30, and would allow for easy land access to a facility from this road.

Further, evidence of recreational activity was noted near Westport. One sailboat and two
cruisers were spotted on the quick cruise through this area. Observations on potential Wesport
Slough sites for public transient moorage facilities are noted in the figure below.
(Note On passing Puget Island and the Wauna Paper Mill, an extremely good location for
moorage facilities on the Washington side of the river. Coffee Pot Island, just off of Puget
Island, has some very good protected and deep water near to shore, along with some excellent
beaches.)



REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues: None

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Several sites in Westport Slough are currently in use as dredge disposal

sites. (42)
2) The Corps Channel Improvement Study would expand use of sites in

Westport Slough for dredge disposal. (43)

OWNERSHIP: See map on next page.
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OWNERSHIP - WESPORT SLOUGH (Site #14

/1 Tax Lot # Acrg Owner & Address

Clatsop County:
1 2800 4.13 James River II

Land & Tax Department, NW
P.O. Box 6099
Vancouver, WA 98668-6099

2 400 67.69 James River II
(Improvements to Lot 400-
Pacific Sun Cable Partners
Suite 202
5976 W Los Positas Blvd.
Pleasanton, CA 94566)

3 405 .45 Clatsop County
Courthouse
Astoria, OR 97103

4 1901 107.36 Crown Zellerbach Corp.
Land & Tax Department
P.O. Box 3953
Portland, OR 97208

5 200 128.06 James River II

6 100 24.47 James River II

7 201

8 202

Columbia County:
9 100 (0507) 423.29 James River II

10 200 (0507) 20.00 James River II

11 500 (0507) 34.4 Carver, Russell L &
Phyffis
10913 Carver Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016
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Tax Lot #

12 300 (0507)

13 400 (0507)

Acreage Owner & Address

73.80 James River II

25.5 Jenks, Chester G &
CleoD
10918 Carver Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016

14 100 (0508) 83.53

72

Jenks, Chester G &
CleoD



TENASILLAHE ISLAND Site #15

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 38 35

Distance from St. Helens: 48 51 RM , Astoria: 23 20 kM

Development Priority: D

Facility Attached to Land?: No

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Sites 13B and C in the Multnomah Channel offered excellent protection from
wind. The site 13A on the Clifton Channel was much more exposed to
unfavorable wind conditions.

OBSERVATIONS:

Tenasillahe Island seems to be one of the last islands, toward to downstream end of the
Columbia, which has adequate upland vegetation to allow for a moorage facility which is
attached to land. Depth sounding near the island running from the upstream end, and showed
good depth. Toward the upstream end of the island (beyond a small slough and before some
existing dolphins) there seemed to be a good area with less wind. This spot was almost directly
across from what seemed to be the town of Clifton on the opposite side of the channel.

Moving along the island, even greater protection from the wind was noted toward the
center of the island. There were also some existing log storage areas located in this vicinity.
In general, Tenasillahe would be a possibility for moorages, but no sandy areas were seen on
either the island or the mainland area behind the island. The island is very large, and seems to
contain a significant amount of uplands. Cathiamet could serve as a nearby supply and
entertainment center for boaters using a site on Tenasillahe Island. However, significant
environmental concerns do exist in this area.

On the downstream end of Tenasillahe Island, Multnomah Slough, which runs between
Tenasillahe and Welch Islands was surveyed. Care must be taken to enter this slough to the left
of a small triangular shoal off of Tenasifiahe, but, in general, Multnomah Slough has very good
deep water. The slough also seemed to be deeper near Welch Island. The water in the
Multnomah Slough was exceptionally calm and well-protected. For the most part, the
Tenasillahe Island side of the slough is fronted by dike rock walls (similar to what we saw on
the Clifton Channel side of the island). We also noted a U.S. F&W station off of Tenasillahe
Island in the slough.
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The Multnomah Slough could provide an excellent site for a facility. The entrance to the
slough would need to be well marked by buoys or channel markers. Due to the enviromnental
sensitivity and possible wetland noted in the area, docks probably could not be connected to
land. The entrance to the Multnomah Slough would also probably need to be marked with some
buoys.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) This island represents an extremely sensitive area it is key habitat

for the Columbian White-tailed Deer, and harbors and nesting bald eagle
pair. (44,45)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) There are currently dredge disposal sites on the channel side of both

Tenasillahe and Welch Islands. (42)

OWNERSHIP: Federal and Clatsop County lands.

NOTE This island is managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as part of the Julia
Butler Hanson White-Tailed Deer Refuge.
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CLIFTON CHANNEL/PRAIRIE CHANNEL Site #16

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 38 25

Distance from St. Helens: 48 61 RM, Astoria: 23 10 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Unknown

Wind: Unknown

OBSERVATIONS:

Both the Clifton and the Prairie Channel seemed to contain good water and be easily
navigable. These channels were marked and did not seem too shallow for navigation, as some
sources had reported. Adequate water depth was found throughout most of Prairie Channel and
Clifton Channels. There were small areas of slightly shallower water near the entrance to the
Prairie Channel and the downstream end of Horseshoe Island, but, beyond these points, Prairie
Channel showed consistently good depths.

One problem with siting facilities in this area might be the sheer number of islands and
small channels which run off the Prairie and Clifton Channel systems, which could confuse
boaters trying to traverse the area. Sites in this areas would also be somewhat isolated from
river communities with gas and shopping facilities. Adequate marking of facilities and channels
would be necessary to promote boating in this area. Also, the publication of a boating guide to
this area would be helpful, given that most of the people interviewed were not familiar with the
territory.

This lower area of the river does have a great deal to offer boaters - it is quite scenic and
wildlife became visibly more abundant toward this area of the Columbia. Public transient
moorage facilities could not be connected to land in any of these locations, due to the hick of
lands classed as "uplands" in the region. Another positive point for this region, however, is the
close proximity of Astoria and Cathlamet, both of which offer excellent support facilities for
boaters.

Some interesting detours were also found off the Prairie Channel near Horseshoe Island.
The small slough between Tronson, Woody, and Horseshoe Islands was found to be navigable
and protected. Duck shacks were seen extending out from both sides of the slough.

The Marsh Island Creek which runs between and Horseshoe and Marsh Islands was also
surveyed. This slough was found to be navigable, with good water through to the Woody Island
Channel. The creek was fairly well-protected, however, the wind did become strong toward the
Woody Island Channel. Again, a fair amount of duck shacks were noted in this location.
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Observations of the Marsh Island Creek are listed on the figure below.
It should be noted that in all of these locations in Prairie Channel, the islands were of lowelevation with few tall trees. Facilities in these areas would most likely not be connected toland. Also, throughout the Clifton and Prairie Channel areas, the mainland sides of the channelsdid not seem exceptionally well-suited to the provision of moorage facilities. There were nonoticeable sandy areas on the mainland side and there were some areas in use for log storage.Finally, some of the smaller channels off of the Clifton and Prairie system might besubject to shoaling, so this may prove to be a constraint which must be further explored.

NO FURTHER EVALUATION OF THESE SITES



ALDRICH POINT Site #17

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 30

Distance from St. Helens: 56 RM , Astoria: 15 RM

Development Priority: A

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: This area is afforded excellent protection from wind and wake, both by cover
from surrounding islands, and by distance from the main channel.

OBSERVATIONS:

The existing boat ramp at Aldrich Point sits near the intersection of the Clifton and
Prairie Channels. This site was found to be an excellent potential location for public transient
moorage facilities on the mainland side of the Lower Columbia River.

Good water depth was found near the existing boat launch ramp. This potential site
showed adequate protection from wind. There is also a small beach downstream of the ramp.
Restroom and picnic facilities could easily be added to the existing upland facilities in this
location. Given that there is some use of the existing boat ramp, it also seems that there must
be adequate land access to this location.

The Aldrich Point potential public transient moorage site sits on a scenic and seemingly
remote location on the river. Aldrich Point is situated in close proximity to the USFWS Julia
Butler Hanson White-Tailed Deer Refuge on Tenasillahe Island and the islands of the USFWS
Lewis & Clark Refuge. Thus, this location provides an excellent moorage site for boaters
interested in viewing wildlife at these refuges, without having to site a facility on an island.
This mainland site is also just 15 miles outside of Astoria, however, and is even closer to the
riverfront town of Cathlamet, which has excellent support facilities for boaters.

The only difficulty with the Aldrich Point site may be with boater access to the site. If
development is pursued in this location it would be advisable to invest in better channel markers,
or a buoy system, to aide navigation in the Clifton and Prairie Channels.

Other Considerations:
1) Sandy beach adjacent to an existing boat ramp at this location.
2) Adequate road access to location.
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REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues: None

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: See next page.
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OWNERSHIP - ALDRICH POINT (Site #17)

Tax Lot # Acreage Owner & Address

1 200 1.14 George Olsen (1/4)
G. Bergmen (1/4)
E. Edroth (114)
McClettanic (1/4)
do 9225 NE Thompson
Portland, OR 97220

2 103 .18 Giesecks, Fritz & Celeste
5708 Quiet Brook Road
Fairfax, VA

3 102 .06 Eckrath, Edwin
6336 SW Seymour St
Portland, OR 97221

4 104 2.12 Sutter, David
2666 Ward Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537

5 100 1.61 Erickson, Arthur E.
Rt. 4, Box 389
Astoria, OR 97103

6 105 65.57 Weaver, Harold
Rt. 4, Box 310
Astoria, OR 97103

7 101 178.14 Beebe, Robert C.
2625 SW Patton
Portland, OR 97201

8 103 13.32 Rudat, Fred
do J.H. Rohne and C. Smith
Rt. 4, Box 124-A
Astoria, OR 97103

9 100 40.97 Stout, Charles
do Gary Miller
Rt. 4, Box 111
Astoria, OR 97103

10 101 41.80 Miller, Gary
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MiLLER SANDS/WOODY ISLAND CHANNEL
Site #18

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 28

Distance from St. Helens: 58 RM , Astoria: 13 RM

Development Priority: D

Facifity Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Unknown

Wind: Heavy winds and considerable exposure would create problems for a facility in
this location.

OBSERVATIONS:

As is marked on the River Cruising Atlas, there are some very deep water areas close
into Marsh Island on the Woody Island Channel side. However, the Woody Island Channel
itself was found to be quite exposed, with regard to wind conditions. Due to the fact that there
is a marked widening of the river at this point, and that this area is afforded no real protection
by the low islands in this vicinity, locating a facility in the Woody Island Channel is not
recommended.

Time was not taken to travel up to any of the dredge spoil islands (Miller Sands, Rice
Island, etc.) along the main channel. These islands seem to be located in an even more perilous
position for moorages in that they are close to the main shipping channel, as well as out in the
wider Astoria waterway. Furthermore, these islands are composed completely of sand, and do
not possess any significant vegetation to help protect moorage facilities.

(N.B. Representatives from the USFWS in Cathiamet indicated that these dredge spoil
islands comprise some of the more sensitive areas of the Lewis and Clark Refuge, in that they
support nesting colonies of Caspian Tems (Rice Island) and waterfowl) (45).

NO FURTHER EVALUATION OF THIS SITE



BLIND SLOUGH Site #19

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: P.M 27

Distance from St. Helens: 59 P.M , Astoria: 12 RM

Development Priority: C

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Blind Slough is afforded excellent protection from wind and wake due to its
location off the main channel of the river.

OBSERVATIONS:

The entrance to Blind Slough and the water near the slough were found to be easily
navigable. The slough would provide a well-protected area for moorages and is not a part of
the Lewis and Clark National Refuge in this area.

Throughout the slough, there are consistently good water depths. Near the end of the
slough there is a movable railroad crossing bridge. Houseboats were seen in the slough (and
possible duck shacks). Many dolphins were also seen in Blind Slough, possibly indicating use
of some submerged areas for log storage.

As an aside, the uplands bordering Blind Slough are very scenic themselves. Spruce and
Cedar woodlands were noted on the banks of the slough, species which were not generally seen
in other areas of the river. The land bordering Blind Slough seemed mostly undeveloped. From
first view, it seemed as though adequate flat uplands would exist to allow for development of
support facilities, such as restrooms and picnic areas, for public transient moorage facilities.
Astoria would provide a nearby destination with adequate boating supplies and shopping.

On the negative side, no sandy beaches were seen in this area, and access to the slough
by land and water may prove difficult. The path to the slough by water would undoubtedly have
to be marked with buoys and channel markers.



REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Blind Slough is generally seen as a less sensitive area due to its mainland

location. This potential site is one of the few sites outside the USFWS National
Refuge on the lower Columbia River.

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: Mainly private lands.



KNAPPA SLOUGH/KARLSON ISLAND Site #20

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 26

Distance from St. Helens: 60 RM , Astoria: 11 RM

Development Priority: D

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Site is well-protected from unfavorable wind and wake conditions.

OBSERVATIONS:

This areas was surveyed by traveling up the Prairie Channel and around Minaker
Island,through the Big Creek Slough. The area was found to be very navigable. A significant
amount of fir trees were noted on Karison Island, indicating the presence of good uplands. This
area was very well-protected. Beyond the Big Creek Slough and before turning the corner to
Knappa Slough, several potential sites, with excellent water depths to support moorage facilities,
were noted on Karison Island. As opposed to the side of Karison facing Marsh Island, which
is basically lowlands and wetlands, the side of Karlson before and facing the Knappa Slough,
seems to show significant water depth and good uplands. Turning the corner to the Knappa
Slough, adequate water depth and uplands were again noted on Karlson Island, as well as good
protection.

The Knappa Slough/Karlson Island site was fairly similar to the nearby Blind Slough site,
with regard to positive and negative aspects. The site is scenic and well-protected, close to
Astoria, and seemed to host some uplands. The site would be somewhat difficult for boaters
unfamiliar with the territory to locate. However, the Knappa Slough/Karison Island site also has
another major disadvantage in that Karlson Island is a very environmentally sensitive region, and
is part of the USFWS Refuge. Thus, development of Blind Slough seems more expedient.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) There is a nesting bald eagle pair inhabiting this island.
2) There is a large blue heron rookery on this island (the largest in

the Columbia River). (36,37)

Dredge Spoil Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: Federal and Clatsop County lands.
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MARSH ISLAND Site #21

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 25.5

Distance from St. Helens: 60.5 RM , Astoria: 10.5 RM

Development Priority: C

Facility Connected to Land?: No

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Wind conditions were definitely more rigorous moving out toward the Woody
Island Channel. It is questionable whether this exposed site could afford provide
adequate protection from wind, weather, and wake.

OBSERVATIONS:

The channel between Marsh and Karison Island was surveyed on route to Lois Island.
This path was found to be navigable, and somewhat protected. Again, however, the islands near
the Columbia River Estuary are fairly low, probably lacking adequate uplands to attach facilities
to land in this channel.

A small cove area near the downstream end of Marsh Island which might provide good
protection for a public transient moorage facility was noted in this channel. The area would
defmitely need more careful surveying to assure that such a facility would not impact wetlands
or the island wildlife. A facility in this location would not be attached to land. In fact, the best
development, given the exposure in this area, might be for a day use only facility. A facility
in this location would provide and unquestionably excellent location for boaters interested in
viewing the wildlife of the USFWS Refuge lands in this vicinity. The site is also in close
proximity to the town of Astoria.

On the negative side, a public transient moorage facility on Marsh Island would be
difficult for boaters to locate unless a system of channel markers or buoys was set up in this
area.

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) Lowlands there may be significant wetland vegetation in this

location.

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: Federal and County lands.



SVENSON ISLAND CHANNEL Site #22

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 21

Distance from St. Helens 64.5 M

Development Priority: C

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Site is well-protected from wind and wake.

OBSERVATIONS:

Svenson Island is a diked Island which is not part of the Lewis & Clark Refuge lands.
It is zoned for agriculture under the CREST plan.

The entrance to the small slough behind Svenson Island was found to be somewhat
shallow. However, in the slough good water depth was seen.

A lot of what seemed to be permanent moorages were seen in the slough behind Svenson
Island. There were quite a few houseboat/shacks, and also what looked like some gill net
fishery moorages. Towards the end of the navigable section of the slough there is a small bridge
leading across the slough from Highway 30. The railroad runs along the mainland at this
location, as well.

Svenson Island would provide a well-sheltered and accessible location for public transient
moorage facilities. It would provide for excellent road access, as well as access to and from
Astoria by water. Adequate flat uplands were noted that would allow for, at least, a restroom
in this location.

Some negative aspects of attempting development at this site include: 1) proximity of
residential use (allows for possible conflict between recreational and permanent use of facilities),
2) most of the uplands seem to be privately held, 3) there is a possibility that the US Army
Corps of Engineers may propose to use this area as a mitigation site for their Columbia River
Improvement Plan, and 4) the entrance to the slough behind Svenson Island may need to be
marked for safe navigation.

Other Considerations:
1) Excellent access provided by close-by Highway 30.



REGULATORY ISSUES:

Enviromnental/ Wildlife Issues: None

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Svenson Island was targeted as a mitigation site for the Corps Channel Deepening Study.

(43)

OWNERSHiP: Mainly private.



LOIS ISLAND Site #23

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 20

Distance from St. Helens: 66 RM , Astoria: 5 RIM

Development Priority: B

Facility Connected to Land?: No West Side
Yes East Side

Water Depth: Good

Wind: Lois Island is significantly sheltered by Tongue Point and surrounding Islands,
it was seen to be extremely well-protected from wind and wake on both sides.

OBSERVATIONS:

Lois Island was mentioned as a possible site for a public transient moorage facility by
several boaters from the Astoria region. The route to this island through the Prairie and South
Channels was found to be easily navigable.

Most of the lower half of the island (along the South and Prairie Channels) appeared to
be quite low and mainly wetlands. However, in the basin area, and near the top of the island
(toward Mott Island), excellent upland areas were seen. Traveling along the thin "neck" of the
island in the basin region (West side), deep water was recorded by the depth sound.

At one location there was a dilapidated boat on shore on this side of the island. The
uplands were surveyed in this location, and a man, who seemed to be living on the island and
working on this boat, introduced himseff. Although water depth was good throughout the basin,
depth became shallow approaching the shore. Due to this constraint, and to the natural harbor
shape of the basin on the West side of Lois Island, mooring buoys would seem to represent the
best development in this location.

An excellent location for a public transient moorage facility on the backside (East side)
of the "neck" area of the island. This location has a nice, fairly large sand beach and adequate
water depth close to shore. While there is a beautiful view of the bay and surrounding islands
from this beach, there was still excellent protection for this site due to the extension of Tongue
Point, and the presence of the surrounding islands. Further, this site showed the defmite
evidence of use by boaters, with campfire remains and paths going from this spot to the other
side of the island. Given that the tidal range is quite large in this location, however, the East
side of Lois Island might best be suited for a day use only facility.



A combination of "insidet' overnight mooring buoys, and an "outside" day use public
transient moorage would be an excellent development for Lois Island. This site would
undoubtedly be popular due to its proximity to Astoria, and the natural scenic appeal of the
island.

Other Considerations:
1) Excellent sandy beach on the East side of the island (23A).

REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues:
1) The shallow tidelands along the East and South sides of Lois Island receive considerable

use by wintering waterfowl.
2) Due to impact by Tongue Point, the West side of Lois Island is less sensitive. (45)

Dredge Disposal Issues:
1) Lois Island was created by dredge disposal, although it is not currently listed as a

disposal site.

OWNERSHIP: Lois Island is under complete ownership of the Federal Government,
and the island is listed as Land Under Reclamation.
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ASTORIA/CRMM SITE Site #24

SUITABILITY OF SITE:

Location: RM 15

Distance from St. Helens: 71 RM , Astoria: 0 RM

Development Priority: A

Facility Connected to Land?: Yes

Water Depth: Good

Wind: During the winter, the town of Astoria is frequently exposed to heavy winds.
The proposed public transient moorage development, however, is planned in a
sheltered location, and proposed floats would also be given some protection by
a pier.

OBSERVATIONS:

The potential public transient moorage site in the City of Astoria was investigated outside
of the scheduled two-day Lower Columbia River survey trip.

The need for a public transient moorage facility was identified and researched by the City
of Astoria, as part of their recent waterfront revitalization effort. The City of Astoria would like
to develop a facility with approximately 400 feet of transient moorage space at this site adjacent
to the Columbia River Maritime Museum (CRMM). As public transient moorages currently
exist only in Astoria's East and West Mooring Basins (both at least 1 mile outside of town), the
provision of a day use facility in downtown Astoria would provide needed access to the town
shops, restaurants, and the Maritime Museum.

The CRMM public restrooms would be available to boaters using this potential public
transient moorage facility. As well, the City of Astoria has plans to develop walkways and other
such amenities in the vicinity of this moorage.

Development of a downtown City of Astoria public transient moorage would represent
a significant boon to the tourism industry of Astoria. Such a day use facility would also most
likely increase the overnight usage of the East and West Mooring Basin transient slips. Finally,
the Astoria potential moorage site represents another good opportunity to enhance the network
of town-based public transient moorages on the Lower Columbia.



REGULATORY ISSUES:

Environmental/Wildlife Issues: None

Dredge Disposal Issues: None

OWNERSHIP: The City of Astoria is the owner of the uplands adjacent to this site. In
this role, Astoria has preference to lease the site from the Oregon DSL.
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PART V: DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

This section of the report will contain recommendations for the development of public
transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River. Recommendations for development
are based upon careful analysis of survey and interview results in combination with data on
potential sites. Details from the analysis of survey/interviews and potential sites are considered
in the section entitled "Discussion". Following the discussion section, a prioritized list of
recommendations for development may be found. Maps and preliminary development sketches
for sites are included in the recommendations section.

5.1. DISCUSSION

Much of the following discussion will refer to specific potential moorage sites on the
Lower Columbia River. For the sake of convenience and comprehension, a map showing the
location of these sites is included in Appendix D Part V. The discussion of potential moorage
sites is centered upon evaluation of potential site characteristics in combination with boater
preferences as determined by the 1990 Public Moorage Survey. Thus, following this, a table
is included in Figure 5e which lists important characteristics for each potential moorage sites.
The summary list of sites displayed in Figure 4a in the previous section will also serve to orient
the reader. Specific statistics from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey will be displayed as they
are relevant to the discussion. A more complete list of survey statistics may be found in
Appendix B.

5.la. River Mileage & Unconnected Facilities

Two critical questions from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey are displayed below in
Figure 5a, along with their respective responses from the boaters surveyed.

OUESTION RESPONSE

1) How many river miles do you generally Av. All=23.4 P.M
travel in a day? Av <51 = 20.4 P.M

Av<49 = 17.8 P.M
Av<39 = 17.1 RM
Av<31 = 15.8RM

2) Are you willing to use a moorage facility that is not Yes=83, No =21
connected to land? (80%) (20%)

Figure 5a - Selected Questions from 1990 Public Moorage Survey



The response to question #1 is crucial because this question addresses an issue which is central
to the experience of recreational boating on the Lower Columbia. The Lower Columbia River
represents a fairly lengthy stretch of river, and many sites evaluated as potential transient
moorage locations are distant from the Portland metro region. Because it would not be
worthwhile to develop sites which boaters are unwilling to travel to, boaters were questioned
regarding river mileage in the first question.

The second question is important because the Lower Columbia River contains many
environmentally-sensitive areas which would prohibit construction of a transient moorage facility
connected to the land. Question number 2, therefore, was aimed at determining whether boaters
would use a facility that has no access to land. To address the second question first, from
Figure 6a it may be seen that a strong majority of the boaters surveyed, 80%, stated that they
would be willing to use a facility is not connected to land. Some boaters actually noted (outside
of the survey) that they preferred such unconnected facilities, like the current facility at Gilbert
River, because there were no dogs or less people. Because of the positive response and strong
agreement seen in response to this question, the issue of whether a facility is connected to land
is immaterial. Although it seems that many boaters enjoy having access to an island park (29%
mentioned that they enjoyed some facet of having access to an island in the 1990 Public
Moorage Survey), it also does not seem that an unconnected facility would be unnecessarily
avoided. Thus, land access was not considered an overly important factor in prioritizing sites
for development.

The issue of river mileage, addressed by question 1 of Figure 6a, however, presents a
more complicated matter. Figure 5a presents several calculations of averages from boater
responses to this question. For all the boaters surveyed, the average number of river miles
which boaters would be willing to travel in a day was 23.4 miles. However, it should be noted
that 4 respondents indicated that they traveled up to 100 miles per day. Because 100 miles may
be an extraordinary distance for a large craft to travel in a day on the river, these numbers were
discarded as outlyers. Thus, the average for respondents who gave an answer of 50 miles or
less was found to be 20.4 miles. Other averages were also calculated for responses <49, 39,
and 31 miles, as shown in Figure 6a. Significantly, when these more realistic responses were
averaged, the scope of averages turned out to be a manageable range of 16 to 20 miles.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the average larger vessel on the Lower Columbia
River (vessels surveyed averaged 27 feet in length) would be willing to travel between 16 and
20 miles on a given day. Boaters, of course, may be willing and able to travel greater distances.
The full range of responses to question 1 may be seen from the graph in Figure 5b (next page).

This information is helpful in selecting potential sites for public transient moorage
facilities on the Lower Columbia River. Assuming the average cruiser will travel 16 20 miles
a day, certain sites on the list in Figure Se (or Figure 4a) appear to be more viable sites for
moorages. Some sites like, for instance, Site #8 -"Pirate's Cove", which is a distance of 40
river miles from Portland, would not represent a days worth of cruising for most boaters.
However, if a network of facilities are planned on the lower Columbia river, such a site could
easily become part of a weekend or longer trip.

On the basis of this river mileage data, alone, one viable network of transient moorages
would include sites #2, #11, #17, and #21. Another possible network of potential sites, based
on river mileage data, alone, would be #1, #8, #14, and #20. A wide variety of such potential
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networks exist among the
sites examined through this
report. The desired

1990 PUBLIC MOORAGE SURVEY QUESTION:network of sites may also River Miles You Will Travel in a 0ay7

change depending on home 22
2

moorage location of the
boating population. T h i s 20

study has detennined that
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the majority of boaters
16currently using Lower 16

>
Columbia River public
transient moorage facilities 14

frmm Ptlt1 . 12 12 12
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metro area. Because
10

adequate moorage facilities '5 '°
exist, for these boaters, 8 8

upstream of the St. Helens B

area, cruising distances to 6

potential sites are
4 4

measured from the town of
0-5 11-1s1s-20212525-3031-3536-4041-4546sc' 50+

St. Helens. Given this
River Miles

fact, and the fact that
safety is considered of
prmary significance in FIGURE 5b - Boater Response to Survey Question on Riverranking sites for Mileage
development, first priority
should be given to sites
that provide points of way at distances of 17 to 20 miles from existing facilities in St. Helens,
and each other. Distance between moorages and safety are directly related. Large,
unpredictable bodies of water, like the Lower Columbia River, may not be safely and
confidently traversed without adequate points of way. Given that the study area for this report
extends 71 river miles, this implies that three or four new public transient moorage facilities are
needed to create safe boating conditions on the Lower Columbia River.

Without looking at other issues, the first developments to generate a network of Lower
Columbia River public transient moorages should occur at Sites #5, #13, #17, and #24. Because
boaters have stated that they can and will travel 17 to 20 river miles on a given day, this range
of sites meets the minimal requirements for safe boating as determined by the boaters
themselves.

Of course, a more expansive network of moorages should eventually be generated in the
Lower Columbia region. Many additional attractive sites do exist at strategic distances on the
river. For instance, while the first suggested network of potential sites was aimed at boaters
cruising from the St. Helens region, a second network, Sites #2, #8, #14, and #23 would
provide excellent destinations for boaters traveling from, for instance, the Coon Island public
transient moorage facility. Development at these latter sites, however, should be postponed until
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a framework of public transient moorages is established on the Lower Columbia River.
Development of such sites would definitely enhance a network of moorages on the Lower
Columbia, however, they remain lower priorities for development until the much needed safety
framework is developed on the river.

5.lb. Boater Preference for Site Development

Boaters were also asked to mark, on a map, where they would like to see new transient
public moorage facilities developed on the Lower columbia River. The results of this question
are documented in bar graph format in Figure 5c.

It is interesting to note
that certain sites which met
the average travel distance
criteria were also selected by
boaters in response to this
question. For instance, 25
(24%) of the boaters surveyed
thought moorages should be
provided at Rainier and 19
(18 %) singled out Wallace
Island for facility
development. This agreement
helps to further legitimize the
idea of development at these
potential sites.

Other sites, such as
Site #16, Aldrich Point, Site
#20, Lois Island, and Site
#24, the CRMM/Astoria site,
were not listed frequently, or
at all, in response to this

FIGURE 5c - Preferred Moorage Sites for Boaters Surveyed question. From surveys of
During the 1990 Public Moorage Survey these areas, the two sites

represent sheltered, attractive,
and well-located sites for transient moorage development. Because these sites are both a good
distance from existing public moorage facilities near Portland, it is likely that many boaters are
simply unfamiliar with the locales. In fact, many boaters actually declined the opportunity to
vote for sites, stating that they were not familiar with the area and had not traveled much on the
Lower Columbia River due to the lack of facilities.



5.lc. General Constraints to Development

The two most popular sites for moorages listed by surveyed boaters, Crims Island and
Clatskanie, exemplify how other constraints may limit the development of public transient
moorage facilities.

The town of Clatskanie, which has been discussed previously in this report, represents
a attractive potential site for the development of a public transient moorage facility. Clatskanie
is located on a small slough directly off the Columbia river, and thus have the advantage of
being extremely well-sheltered, as well offering boaters potential convenient access to
restaurants, stores, and other such conveniences. Unfortunately, the development of moorages
at this town would require significant additional public investment in form of dredging. Figure
6e, under the column entitled "Adequate Water Depth?", indicates that several other sites may
require dredging for the development of moorage facilities.

For the purpose of setting priorities for development in this report, sites which would
require dredging or other similar work are classified as low priority development sites.
Dredging is an expensive proposition. In addition, dredge and fill activities require rigorous
permitting activity due to the environmental degradation they cause. Given the limited budget
and large area encompassed by the Lower Columbia River, available OSMB funds may better
be spent on the development of "natural" sites which can be developed without additional work.
This study indicates that there are, in fact, an abundant number of such "natural" sites available
on the Lower Columbia River.

To assist towns such as Clatskanie with generation of marine-based tourism,, development
of public transient moorages at nearby sites may serve as a viable substitute to costly
development at "in-town" sites. For instance, the development of site #12a, on the downstream
end of Wallace Island, might serve as an excellent substitute to development in Clatskanie. The
site on Wallace Island is approximately two river miles from Clatskanie, and would afford
boaters access to this town without requiring dredging.

5.ld. Environmental Constraints to Development

Crims Island was the most popular response of boaters when asked where they would like
to see a facility located (see Figure 5c). It is doubtful that Crims Island will or should ever host
such development, however. Crims Island, as shown in Figure 6e under "Environmental
Issues", is a nesting site for a pair of Bald Eagles. Bald Eagles are currently listed as
Threatened in Oregon under the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA). Under the ESA,
destruction of modification of the habitat of such threatened or endangered species is prohibited
(46). One ODFW biologist suggested that no development should occur within 1/2 mile of
Crims Island (44). In a related situation, WTD Industries recently proposed to build a pulp mill
on the mainland behind Crims Island. Permitting for the development was denied on the
grounds that such a development would disturb the eagles (47). It therefore seems unlikely that
development of recreational moorages would be approved on Crims Island.

Other sites on the Lower Columbia River are also limited in their capacity for
development due to environmental issues. Figure 6e summarizes critical environmental concerns
at specific sites. From this initial overview of environmental issues, it seems clear that
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development for public transient moorages should not occur at the following sites: Sites #9, 10,
12, 15, 18, and 20. Development at the above sites would significantly impair the value of such
areas for wildlife habitat. It is also doubtful that permits would be granted for development at
these sites.

In general, development for recreational boating should be kept within reasonable bounds
on the remaining undeveloped islands on the Lower Columbia River. As overall wildlife habitat
is shrinking due to increased human presence on the Lower Columbia, river islands represent
important places of refuge for wildlife (44). While it is important to provide access for boaters
to use such areas, access must be limited so as to preserve the natural state of the area (which
is a major draw for many boaters). In such sensitive regions, boating facilities should also be
provided with interpretive information, signs, or displays to deter abuse and promote
understanding of the natural resources.

5.le. Number of Facilities

The final question from the 1990 Public Moorage survey which is relevant to
recommendations for development of public transient moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia
River relates to the amount of development preferred by boaters.

OUESTION Response
1) How many public moorage facilities

should be developed on the Lower Av. = 2.84 Facilities
Columbia River between (104 boaters surveyed)
Astoria and St. Helens?

FIGURE 5d - Question from 1990 Public Moorage Survey

Boaters questioned during the 1990 Public Moorage Survey indicated a need for an average of
2.8 additional facilities on the Lower Columbia River (see Figure 5d above).

This number provides important information to be considered during the initial planning
of a network of transient moorages on the Lower Columbia River. The OSMB should limit their
initial planning and funding to two to three facilities to assure that new facilities will be
supported and well-used by Lower Columbia River boaters. Therefore, the number of sites
listed as high or "A" priority in the following section of development recommendation is limited
to four.

The above calculation also serves to legitimize the idea of setting up a minimal network
which encompasses the entire study area. The basic network of sites, #5,13,17, and 24,
suggested in the previous section on preferred boater river would provide a framework of three
public transient moorage facilities within the 71 mile study area, spaced at a distance of 17 to
20 river miles. Site #24, the Astoria site, is, in reality, outside the study area, but is included
due to its favorable characteristics and the need for a public transient moorage in the town of
Astoria. The fact that boaters were able to identify the dimensions of the needed moorage
network through answers to two separate questions is a credit to boater knowledge as well as



to the relevance of the survey research.

5.lf. Ownership

Ownership was not a significant factor in determining site priorities. At the outset of this
study, it was determined that highest priority for development of transient moorages would be
limited to sites in public ownership. Figure 6a shows that few sites were actually found to be
in public ownership. Further, most of the sites in public ownership were part of the Julia Butler
Hanson or Lewis & Clark Wildlife Refuge areas and were thus limited in their development
potential due to wildlife constraints.

Because of these results, the approach was taken that ownership should not be considered
a limiting factor for development. If an attractive site was found to be in public ownership, it
would be listed as high priority for development. In fact, most of the more viable sites for
development are in private ownership.

5.2. SITE RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of site evaluations, survey responses, interviews, and other factors, potential
sites can be grouped into four levels of priority: A, B, C, and D, A being the "highest" priority
sites. The following section contains specific recommendations for development these sites. For
additional information regarding priority D sites, the reader is referred to Part IV of this report.
Priority D are the lowest priority sites, are not recommended for any type of development, and
are thus not addressed in the following recommendations.

Development recommendations in this section will be organized in the following manner.
First, the four priority A development sites, which are recommended for development withinone
to two years, are listed. Second, four priority B sites are listed. Priority B sites should be
appraised for development within two to five years, depending on the perceived growth of
recreational traffic on the Lower Columbia River at the time of consideration. Finally, five
priority C sites are discussed. Priority sites should also be considered for development. This
group of sites represents sites from this study found to be appropriate, but lower priority for
development. Sites labeled priority C may also serve to provide good substitute if a priority A
or B site is deemed inviable with further study.

A general vicinity map, with potential public transient moorage sites labeled may be seen
in Figure 6e at the end of this section. For more detailed information and site maps, the reader
is referred to Section 4.3 of the report.
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5.2a. Priority A Sites

(#1) Site #13 - Wallace Island (Sub-Site 13a) - RM 49
Development of facilities at Wallace Island would serve to address, somewhat, the needs

of the town of Clatskanie (see Section 1 .2b). In turn, the provision of a public transient
moorage on this island would also provide boaters with easy access to Clatskanie and Cathiamet.
The island is situated on an extremely beautiful portion of the river, and is the logical midpoint
site for the proposed Lower Columbia River network of public transient moorage facilities. The
island has a sand beach, and could provide a good location for a public transient moorage facility
attached to land, and necessary upland support facilities such as restrooms and picnic areas.
Given the excellent position on the river, the attractiveness of the island for boaters, and the
needs for economic development in the nearby town of Clatskanie, this site is recommended as
the most favorable potential site for initial development on the Lower Columbia River. (Wallace
Island is considered by the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife to be critical habitat for the
Columbian White-Tailed Deer, which is currently listed as an Endangered Species under the
Endangered Species Act. Funding for ODF&W to purchase this island was attached, but in the
end was removed from a bill sponsored by Representative Les AuCoin. Although ODF&W
currently does not have funding to purchase the entire island, it is strongly recommended that
they be consulted concerning any development on this island).

(#2) Site #5 - Rainier - RM 67
Rainier is 19 river miles from the last existing public transient moorage facility on the

Lower Columbia River (in the town of St. Helens). The City of Rainier Marina is a comparable
distance (in the opposite direction) from the above proposed site on Wallace Island. As such,
the Rainier Marina is well-suited to provide a second "framework" location for the Lower
Columbia River public transient moorage network. The potential moorage site at Rainier would
also serve to provide another needed town-based facility on the Lower Columbia. Similarly, the
town of Rainier would benefit immensely from the increased use of their facilities and town.
Research time and effort is currently being put into determining the best wake attenuation
method for the Rainier Marina. Given this town initiative and the fact that there is an existing
marina in Rainier, it seems expedient to include this site in the base network of public transient
moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River.

(#2) Site #23 - Astoria - RM 15
The public transient moorage site at Astoria is outside the boundaries laid out for this

study. However, the site represents an important location with respect to overall river
development in that Astoria is a major tourist destination on the Columbia River. This site also
has the advantage of being the focus of a strong town planning effort in Astoria, and may
represent less work for the OSMB to develop (transient moorage planning efforts in the town
of Astoria are discussed in Section IV of this report). Development of moorage facilities at the
Astoria site represents a potential boon to overall Columbia River Tourism, given the issues
discussed in Section 3.2c. It is recommended that the Astoria site be funded for development
as an A priority site in the Lower Columbia River planning effort.



(#4) Site #17 - Aldrich Point - RM 30
Aldrich Point represents another prime location for a Lower Columbia River transient

moorage facility. The proposed facility at Aldrich Point is attached to land. There is currently
a boat ramp, as well as a sandy beach at this location. Further, because Aldrich Point is a
mainland site, fewer environmental constraints are associated with respect to development at the
site. The Aldrich Point site is easily accessible by land and by river. The site also, however,
in an undeveloped area of the river and would provide an excellent location for mainland hiking,
camping, picnic, and restroom facilities. Aldrich Point represents an important midway point
between Astoria and the potential site at Wallace Island. Thus, this site is also important to the
primary network of sites on the Lower Columbia River.

5.2b. Priority B Sites

(#5) Site #2 - Sandy Island (Sub-Site 2a) - 75
Sandy Island is situated 10.5 river miles from the last existing OSMB transient moorage

facility on Sand Island. This site represents an excellent opportunity to enhance a existing
public transient moorage network on the Lower Columbia River. Sub-site 2a represents an
especially attractive location for a moorage attached to land due to its sandy beach and ample
flat uplands for restrooms and other such facilities. There appear to be no major constraints to
development at this site, and the majority of the island is under the ownership of the Brix
Maritime Company. The site is also attractive because of its proximity of the towns of Goble
and Kalama. Both of these towns contain marinas and therefore are places where boaters may
obtain food, water, and other such necessary provisions.

(#6) Site #8 - Pirate's Cove (Sub-Site 8d) - RM 62
The Pirate's Cove site is also a logical location for expansion of public transient

moorages on the Lower Columbia once an existing network is in place. The site is 13 river
miles from the proposed Sandy Island development, and presents an excellent possibility for
development as river use increases in the Columbia County region. The site is well-protected,
and is adjacent to dramatic rock cliffs (there is no real logic to connecting a facility at this site
to land). The Pirate's Cove sub-site 8d affords the best protection for a transient moorage
facility. All of the "mainland" sites at the Pirate's Cove location are better protected than sites
on the nearby Lord and Walker Islands. In addition, development of Walker and Lord Islands
seems less viable because these islands contain critical wildlife habitat. Rainier and Longview
are nearby towns which could provide goods and services to boaters using the Pirate's Cove
Site.

(#7) Site #23 - Lois Island - RM 20
Lois Island was highly recommended by Astoria boaters as a potential site for public

transient moorage development. There is also evidence that this island is currently used for
camping by boaters who pull up on the island. Although a public moorage at this location would
be a considerable distance for Portland boaters to travel, the island would provide a needed
destination for Astoria boaters. When an adequate network is developed, Lois Island may also
become a popular cruising destination for Portland boaters. Sub-site 18a on Lois Island



represents an excellent location for a public transient moorage, however, depth and extreme tidal
fluctuation would probably represent a problem at that sub-site. The more likely development,
which is recommended by this report, is to put mooring buoys in the basin on the West side of
the "neck" of this island (Sub-sites 23b or c). The natural basin-shape and excellent water depth
at sub-sites 23 b and c create a unique and functional harbor at this site.

(#8) Site #14 - Westport Slough - RM 43
Westport Slough may also eventually provide several well-protected sites for

development. This potential site is situated almost directly between Wallace Island and Aldrich
Point, and thus is another prime candidate to enhance the proposed existing framework of sites.
Westport Slough also hosts one of the few boat launch ramps on the Lower Columbia River, and
the area presents substantial opportunity for economic development based on recreational
boating. Westport Slough was not adequately studied due to the limited river time allotted for
this project. Because of its location on the river, and ability to provide protected sites off the
main channel, the OSMB should study this area further for potential development.

5.2c. Priority C Sites

(#9) Site #19 - Blind Slough - RM 27
Blind Slough represents a scenic, well-protected location for moorages. Sites at Blind

Slough were also found to have consistently good water depths for moorages. The site has the
additional advantage of being situated outside the USFW Refuge areas, while providing excellent
cruising access to these areas. However, because this site is set in a somewhat obscure location,
off the main channel and behind several groups of islands, the site is not recommended for
development until recreational boating becomes established in the area.

(#9) Site #21 - Marsh Island - RM 21
The Marsh Island site may provide a unique opportunity for the more adventurous boaters

to spend time among the islands of the USF&W refuge. The site on Marsh Island is not well-
protected, nor would it be able to support a facility connected to land. Site potential may also
be limited because it is situated among wetlands. Further research would be necessary to
determine the viability of development at Marsh Island.

(#10) Site #7 - Lord Island - RM 63
The site at Lord Island has many of the same amenities provided by the nearby site of

"Pirate's Cove". Lord Island is slightly more exposed than the "Pirate's Cove" site and also
presents more environmental issues which might constrain development. The island had several
potential sites where a public transient moorage facility might be connected to land. Lord Island
is recommended as a C priority site, and should be looked upon as a potential substitute if
development is not possible at "Pirate's Cove".
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(#11) Site #22 - Svenson Island - RM 21
The Svenson Island site, similarly to the Lord Island site, is recommended more for its

capacity to substitute. Svenson Island is in close proximity to Lois Island, and could substitute
for development at that site. The island is a good potential site for a downriver facility attached
to land. This site lacks the overall appeal of the Lois Island site, however, and is thus ranked
as C priority.

(#12) Site #11 - Crims Mainland - RM 55.5
The Crims mainland site might represent a potential mainland site where a public

transient moorage could be attached to land. The area near Crims Island is attractive in that it
is fairly remote and undeveloped. Nature viewers would enjoy the chance to view eagles on
Crims Island. However, the nesting pair of eagles on Crims might decrease chances for
permitting of developments in this region. Most of the land behind Crims Island also seemed
to be in private ownership.

5.3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.3a. Summary of Findings

* Limited public transient moorage facilities currently exist on the Lower Columbia
River, downstream from St. Helens. Private and semi-private moorage facilities existing
in this region do not provide adequate transient moorage slips to encourage recreational
boaters to use this area of the Columbia River.

* OSMB statistics from the triennial Statewide Boater Survey indicate that there is
presently a problem with crowding of waterways in the Portland metro region, and in the
Lower Columbia River between St. Helens and Portland. Population statistics and OSMB
boater registration trend statistics indicate that this crowding problem may increase in the
future, causing significant boater safety hazards in the Portland metro area. There is a
strong need for development of public moorage facilities downstream of St. Helens on
the Lower Columbia River to encourage the growing Portland area large boat recreational
fleet to use other sections of the Lower Columbia.

* Statistics from the 1990 Public Moorage Survey of Lower Columbia River boaters also
indicates a strong demand and need for public moorage facility development on the
Lower Columbia River. In this survey, 89 % of the boaters indicated that there should
be more public moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River between St. Helens and
Astoria. Survey results also showed that 25 % of Oregon boaters felt that crowding was
a problem at existing public transient moorage facilities on the Columbia River.

* As further evidence of the demand for new public transient moorage facilities, several
Lower Columbia River communities have initiated planning to develop moorage facilities,
or to enhance existing facilities. Astoria, Clatskanie, and Rainier are three such
communities which are discussed at length in this report.
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* Physical survey of river sites indicates that there are a significant number of Lower
Columbia River sites which are well-suited for the development of public moorage
facilities. Many sites studied were also found to agree well with boater location
preference and boater river mileage preference as detennined from the 1990 Public
Moorage Survey.

* Environmental concerns deleted some sites from consideration for priority development
in this report. Several sites were also not considered for priority recommendation due
to a need for additional expansive developments, such as dredging and groins requiring
extensive environmental review and consideration.

* Sites were classified from high to low as A, B, C, or D priority for development. Sites
in the first three categories, a total of twelve sites, are recommended for development.
Four priority A, four priority B, and five priority C sites are listed in this study. Priority
D sites are not recommended for development.

5.3b. Summary of Recommendations

* The OSMB should begin in-depth evaluation of sites which have been listed in this
report as priority A sites for the development of public transient moorage facilities.

* Where in-depth evaluation of sites proves locations to be satisfactory, the OSMB should
work with potential applicants to acquire and fund the development of priority A sites.

* Priority B sites should also be evaluated and developed in a timely manner as the need
for additional public transient moorages is perceived.

* Sites listed as priority C for development should be pursued for development only after
priority A and B sites have been evaluated for development.

* In pursuing study of specific sites, the OSMB should work closely with interested
resource and law enforcement/public safety agencies to coordinate development efforts
with overall management of the Columbia River.

* The Washington side of the Lower Columbia River was found to have excellent
potential locations for public transient moorage facilities. The state of Washington should
review its current efforts in planning for recreational boating facilities in Washington, and
the Washington IAC or others should act as the lead agency in promoting development
of these sites and overall coordination with the OSMB in the development of boating
facilities on the Lower Columbia River.
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* The OSMB should assist Lower Columbia River communities in the development and
marketing of facilities related to recreational boating on the Columbia River. Where
OSMI3 is unable to assist with "in town" developments, they should attempt to develop
sites which will serve as viable substitutes in drawing marine tourism to Lower Columbia
River communities.

* The Lower Columbia River represents important habitat for a variety of local and
migrating wildlife species. Development of public transient moorage facilities on the
Lower Columbia river should therefore be kept within reasonable bounds so as to
minimize impact on riparian wildlife habitat.

* Where public transient moorage facilities are developed at sites on Lower Columbia
River islands, an attempt should be made to minimize disturbance of wildlife habitat.
Trail development and other such activities should not occur at these locations. An effort
should also be made to provide signs, displays, or notices for facility users to deter
misuse and promote education about wildlife habitat needs.

* The OSMB is currently working to develop a guide to boating facilities on the Lower
Columbia River. This work should continue, and be updated to include new sites as they
are developed. To promote use of the Lower Columbia River, this publication should
be made readily available to the boating public.

* Additional study is needed upstream of St. Helens (RM 86) to Juniper (RM 310) to
continue a linear network of public transient moorage facilities and to enhance
opportunities for cruising boaters to enjoy the entire length of the Columbia River.

5.4. CONCLUSION

Recommendations in this study were derived as a result of substantial study of potential
sites, contact with recreational river users, and communication with representatives from river
management agencies. Proposed sites for development of public transient moorages provide the
OSME and other interested government entities with a preliminary framework for the completion
of a network of moorage facilities on the Lower Columbia River.

This study was oriented toward comprehensive planning for an entire river area, rather
than separate site-by-site analysis. Thus, in planning for future moorage development, the
OSMB and other agencies will be able to evaluate sites based upon a knowledge of surrounding
sites and facilities. Data from the boater survey conducted for this study also provide agencies
and planners with information on the preferences and needs of boaters using the Lower
Columbia River.

Potential sites for public transient moorage facilities were classified from highest to
lowest as priority A, B, C, or D for development in this study. A major justification for the
choice of sites classified as priority A for development, is that initial development should be
primarily focused toward the provision of a safe basic framework of facilities for use in boating
on the Lower Columbia River. Utilization of these sites slated for early development should be
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reevaluated at a later date to determine the need for additional development.
The next step that must be taken toward the development of Lower Columbia River

public transient moorages is the individual evaluation of specific high priority ("A") sites by the
OSMB. If these sites prove feasible as locations for moorages, priority A sites may be slated
for development within one to two years. With eventual development of sites listed in the above
recommendations, boaters will be provided with an excellent network of facilities along the
Lower Columbia River. Development of moorage facilities will provide larger cruisers out of
the Portland area and elsewhere with the incentive to increase their use of the Lower Columbia
River, thus decreasing crowding in the Portland metro region. The provision of public moorages
will also serve to provide greater boating access for boaters who have wanted to explore the
resources Lower Columbia, but have hesitated due to the lack of facilities.

The provision of a network of boating facilities on the Lower Columbia River will ensure
greater safety for boaters in these waters. With public transient moorages from Astoria to the
Portland, boat traffic will be more dispersed along the length of the Lower Columbia River.
In addition, carefully located public transient moorages will provide weary boaters or those
encountering rough weather with safe "harbors of refuge" along the Lower Columbia.

Much work, however, remains to be done with regard to planning for safe and attractive
public transient moorage facilities on the Columbia River. There should be a major focus
towards comprehensive recreational planning for the Columbia River. Thus far, Oregon is
shouldering the burden of two states in attempting to plan, fund, and coordinate development
of boating facilities on the Lower Columbia. Washington state must become much more
involved if the development of Columbia River potential is truly to be comprehensive in scale.

Upon successful completion of the present study, the OSME should begin work to further
extend the public transient moorage methodology to the section of the Columbia River upriver
from Portland to Juniper. The state of Washington should be encouraged to contribute and be
involved with this future study. The Lower Columbia River is seriously in need of gas and
sewage pumpout facilities. Growing recreational boating in this area will most likely also trigger
development of other private marina and support facilities to serve this realm of boater needs.

Finally and most importantly, any developments in the Lower Columbia region must be
carefully reviewed and planned. Much of the appeal of this region for boaters relates to the
peaceful and scenic nature of the area. Thus, the OSME and other planning agencies must
carefully tread the fine line between over and underdevelopment of the Lower Columbia. The
recommendations in this report will assist the OSME and other agencies to plan for appropriate
developments and also to preserve of the unique natural characteristics of the region.
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FIGURE 5e - Characteristics of Potential I
s1ri:Ap

bV 74A.
ublic Moor

4
ige Sites:j

..$J

0
-w =

1 Goat Island 80 5.5 N D OK Riparian Y PR
Hab,Intertidal
Wetlands,
Mig. Waterfowl

2a Sandy Island 75 10.5 Y Y OK Riparian Y PR
2b Hab,Intertidal
2c Wetlands,

Mig. Waterfowl
Aq. Furbearers

3 Goble 74 11.5 Y Y P Purple Martin N PR
Mainland

4 Prescott 71.5 3.5 Y N Dredging Y PR

5 Rainier 67 18.5 Y Y P Wave N PU
Attenuation
Structure

6 Dibblee 64.5 21.5 N N OK Dredging N PU?
Necessary

7a Lord Island 63 22.5 Y Y OK Goose Nest,
Foraging by

Y PU?

7b Lord Island 63 22.5 Y Y OK Aq.Furbearer, Y PR
7c Bald Eagle
7d Habitat
7e



8 "Pirates 62 23.5 N Y OK None significant N PR
Cove"

9 Walker 61 24.5 Y Y P Critical Waterfwl Y PR
Island Hab, Canada

Geese, Herons,
Aq. Furbearers,
Bald Eagle

10 Crims Island 55.5 30 Y Y OK Bald Eagle Pair Y PR
Nesting on
Island, Waterfwl,
Aq. Furbearers

11 Crims 55.5 30 Y Y OK Bald Eagle Pair N PR
Mainland Nesting on Crims

Island

12 Gull Island 55 30.5 N Y OK Bald Eagle Pair Y PU
Nesting on Crinis
Island, Waterfwl,
Aq. Furbearers

13a Wallace 50 35.5 Y Y OK Waterfowl, N PR
13b Island Canada Geese

13c Wallace 48 37.5 Y Y P Intertidal Y PR
Island Wetlands,

Critical Hab
Wterfwl nest,
Aq. Furbearers
Canada Geese

14 Westport 43 42.5
Slough

iSa Tenasillahe 38 47.5 N Y OK Col. White- Y PU
Island Tailed Deer

Refuge
(crit.hab.),
Bald Eagle nest
on isid.
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15b Tenasillahe 35 50.5 N Y OK Col. White- Y PU
15c !Welch Tailed Deer

Island Refuge
(crit. hab. ) ,Bald
Eagle nest on
island. Dredging
problem required
to access

16 Clifton! 38 47.5
Prairie 25 60.5
Channel

17 Aldrich 30 55.5 Y Y OK None Significant N PR

18 Miller Sands 28 57.5 N Nesting Colonies

19 Blind Slough 27 58.5 N Y OK None Significant N PR

20 Knappa 26 59.5 N Y OK Gr. Blue Heron N PU
Slough! Rookery
Karison Bald Eagle Nest
Island on Island

21 Marsh 25.5 60 N Y P Wetlands? N PU
Island Wtrfwl Hab.

22 Svenson 21 64.5 Y Y OK None Significant Y PU &
Island * PR
Channel

23 Lois Island 22 65.5 Y Y OK Tidelnds on East N PU
& South
imperative for

24 Astoria! 14 72.5 Y Y OK None Significant N
CRMIVI Site

KEY:
Adequate Water Depth, D =may require dredging
Wind, OK or P=problem
Ownership, PU=public, PR=private
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SURVEY #1: IN PERSON LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER
PUBLIC MOORAGE FACILITY DEMAI']) STUDY

LOCATION
DA

SURVEY #

PLEASE CHECK CORRECT ANSWERS AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL IIFORMATION
AS NEEDED

General Information:
1) In what state do you currently reside? _Oregon

_Washington
Other____________

If non-Oregonian, why did you choose to travel to Oregon for boating?

2) In what state is your boat currently registered?_Oregon
_Washington

Other_____________

Boat/Boat Use Characteristics:
1) What is the length of your boat? ft.
2) What is the draft required by your boat? ft.
3) How is your boat powered? _gasoline _diesel
4) Where do you normally store/moor your boat?

_On Land?(Trailer) Location? (city)
_In the Water?(Moorage) Location? (city/port)

5) How many passengers do you generally carry on board your boat?____________
6) Is your boat self-contained? _yes _no

(_water _bathrooms _electricity)
7) How frequently do you use your boat? Per Week?............ Per Month?... Per YearL.......
8) What is the average length of trip for which you use your boat? days

How many river miles do you generally travel in a day? miles
9) Do you frequently use the lower Columbia River for recreational boating? _yes _no

Number of times you have used this area for recreational boating?
10) In what area do you use your boat most frequently? _Columbia(near Portland)

_Columbia (downriver from St. Helens) _Willamette _Multnomah Channel
Other______________

11) What is the main activity which you pursue while boating in the lower Columbia area?
_Sailing _Water Skiing _Cruising (day trip) _Cruising (overnight trip)
_Nature Viewing _Fishing

Current Trip Information:
1) What was the starting (launch/departure) point for your current trip?
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Date?_______________
2) What is the ultimate destination for your current trip?

Length of Trip? days Distance? river miles
3) What is the main activity which you have pursued during your current trip? _Sailing

_Water Skiing _Cruising (day trip) _Cruising (overnight trip) _Nature Viewing
_Fishing

4) How many passengers are you carrying on your boat today?__
5) Are you traveling with a group during your current trip? _yes _no

Name of Group

Facility Ouestions:(for facilities on the Oregon side of the Columbia River only)

1) Why did you choose to use this moorage facility today? _close to home _safe _other

Have you used this moorage facility previously? _yes _no
How many times?__

3) Are there any characteristics that you especially like about this facility? _clean
_convenience _other________________________________________________________

4) Are there any characteristics that you especially dislike about this facility? _noise
_crowdedness _length of travel to reach facility _other__________________________

5) How do you feel about the level of service/development at this facility? _too High _too
Low _okay

6) What other services would you like to see provided at public
moorage facilities? _restrooms _more information/signs _picnic areas
_swim areas _mooring buoys _natural interpretation _fish cleaning areas

other
7) Are you willing to use a moorage facility which is not connected to land? _yes _no

For Day Use? _yes _no For Overnight Use? _yes _no
8) Do you feel that there should be more public moorage facilities along the lower Columbia

River between St. Helens and Astoria? _yes _no
If yes, How Many?

9) Would you increase your use of the lower Columbia River if more public moorage facilities
were provided between St. Helens and Astoria? _yes _no
If yes, Estimated Trips/Year? Length of Stay? days

10) (On Map) Between St. Helens and Astoria, mark where would you
like to see public moorage facilities provided? _No preference

11) Do you stop at any of the above-noted locations currently? _yes _no
How Often? times/year

Further Comments:
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SURVEY #2: MAIL LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER
PUBLIC MOORAGE FACILITY DEMAND STUDY

DATE________________ SURVEY #

PLEASE CHECK CORRECT ANSWERS AM) PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AS NEEDED

General Information:
1) In what state do you currently reside? _Oregon

_Washington

2)

Other_____________
If non-Oregonian, do you frequently travel to Oregon for boating? _yes _no
If yes, Why?
In what state is your boat currently registered?

Boat/Boat Use Characteristics:

_Oregon
_Washington

Other_____________

1) What is the length of your boat? ft.
2) What is the draft required by your boat? ft.
3) How is your boat powered? _gasoline _diesel
4) Where do you normally store/moor your boat?

_On Land?(Trailer) Location? (city)
_In the Water?(Moorage) Location? (city/port)

5) How many passengers do you generally carry on board your boat?____________
6) Is your boat self-contained? _yes _no

(_water _bathrooms _electricity)
7) How frequently do you use your boat? Per Week?__ Per Month?__ Per Year?__
8) What is the average length of trip for which you use your boat? days

How many river miles do you generally travel in a day? miles
9) What is the most conunon departure/launch point for your boating trips?

(city/port/marina)
10) What is the most common ultimate destination point for your boating trips?

(city/port/marina/public moorage facility)
11) Do you frequently use the lower Columbia River for recreational boating? _yes _no

Number of times you have used this area for recreational boating?
12) In what area do you use your boat most frequently? _Columbia(near Portland)

_Columbia (downriver from St. Helens) _Willamette Multnomah Channel
Other____________

13) What is the main activity which you pursue while boating in the lower Columbia area?
_Sailing _Water Skiing _Cruising (day trip) _Cruising(overnight trip)
_Nature Viewing _Fishing

14) Do you frequently travel with a group while boating? _yes no
Name of Group
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES PROVIDED
BY THE STATE OF OREGON AND ON THE OREGON SIDE OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER
ONLY

Facility Ouestions:
1) Have you ever moored you boat at a public facility on the Columbia River? _yes _no

Ifyes, Where?__________________________________________

2) Approximately, how many times have you used public moorage facilities while boating on the
Columbia River?_

3) Are there any characteristics that you especially like about the public moorage facilities you have
used on the Columbia River? _clean _safe _location other

4) Are there any characteristics that you especially dislike about the public moorage facilities on
the Columbia River? _noise _crowdedness _length of travel to reach facility
other

5) How do you feel about the level of service/development at the public moorage facilities on &t

Columbia River? _too High _too Low _okay
6) What other services would you like to see provided at public moorage facilities?

_restrooms _more information/signs _picnic areas
_swim areas _mooring buoys _natural interpretation _fish cleaning areas

other
7) Are you willing to use a moorage facility which is not connected to land? _yes _no

For Day Use? _yes _no For Overnight Use? _yes _no
8) Do you feel that there should be more public moorage facilities along the lower Columbia

River between St. Helens and Astoria? _yes _no
If yes, How Many?__

9) Would you increase your use of the lower Columbia River if more public moorage facilities were
provided between St. Helens and Astoria? _yes _no
If yes, Estimated Trips/Year'? Length of Stay? days

10) Please indicate on the enclosed map where, between St. Helens and Astoria on the Oregon side
of the Columbia River, you would like to see public moorage facilities provided?
(Please feel free to consult your own charts for more detail, however, do indicate sites on
the enclosed map. If you have further comments regarding sites you have marked, add
them in the space below or on an additional sheet of paper.)
_No preference

11) Do you stop at any of the above-noted locations currently? _yes _no
How Often? times/year

Further Comments:
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SURVEY STATISTICS: LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER
PUBLIC MOORAGE FACILITY DEMAND STUDY

General Information:
1) In what state do you currently reside? 7_Oregon

4_Washington
- Other___________

If non-Oregonian, why did you choose to travel to Oregon for boating? 6 - No such facilities
on Washington side, 2 - Club Meeting, 4 - Fishing in Area

2) In what state is your boat currently registered? $_Oregon
21 Washington
- Other____________

Boat/Boat Use Characteristics:
1) What is the length of your boat? AVERAGE(AV)=26.9 ft.
2) What is the draft required by your boat?AV=3.01 ft.
3) How is your boat powered? $4..gasoline 17_diesel
4) Where do you normally store/moor your boat?

Z$_On Land?(Trailer) Location? Rainier/Longview = 13 (city)
76In the Water?(Moorage)Location?Portland area = 51 (city/port)

5) How many passengers do you generally carry on board your boat?AV=3
6) Is your boat self-contained? 77_yes 7_no
7) How frequently do you use your boat? PerWeek? AV=3 PerMonth?AV=7 PerYear?AV=37
8) What is the average length of trip for which you use your boat? AV= 2.10 days

How many river miles do you generally travel in a day? AV= 17 miles (see Figure 6c)
9) Do you frequently use the lower Columbia River for recreational boating?_yes 35 no

Number of times you have used this area for recreational boating? AV = 32
10) In what area do you use your boat most frequently? 47_ Columbia(near Portland)

42Columbia (downriver from St. Helens) 9Willamette 27Multnomah Channel
11) What is the main activity which you pursue while boating in the lower Columbia area?

1_Sailing __Water Skiing 1$_Cruising (day trip) Cruising (overnight trip)
1$_Nature Viewing _Fishing

Current Trip Information:
1) What was the starting (launch/departure) point for your current trip?Portland area=54

Date? July/August 1990
2) What is the ultimate destination for your current trip?St. Helens = 11

Coon Island= 18, Sand Island =23, Astoria =3, Cathlamet=3
Length of Trip? 4 days Distance? 29 river miles (RT)

3) What is the main activity which you have pursued during your current trip? _7_Sailing
j_Water Skiing _Cruising (day trip) 54 Cruising (overnight trip) kNature Viewing
il_Fishing

4) How many passengers are you carrying on your boat today? AV2
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5) Are you traveling with a group during your current trip? 4yes 4no
(from mail survey) Name of Group

14) Do you frequently travel with a group while boating? yes no
Name of Group

Facility Ouestions:(for facilities on the Oregon side of the Columbia River only)
1) Why did you choose to use this moorage facility today? close to home safe _other

Group Mttg = 26, Location = 14, Land Access = 6, Swinuning/Beach = 5
2) Have you used this moorage facility previously? yes .4$_no

How many times? AV=7
3) Are there any characteristics that you especially like about this facility? 11 clean

26 convenience _otherlsland Parks = 30, Town Access=8, Ouiet/Safe=27Nice Docks =24
4) Are there any characteristics that you especially dislike about this facility? .$_noise

crowdedness j1ength of travel to reach facility _otherWakes = 15, Wind = 11
5) How do you feel about the level of service/development at this facility? too High

$_too Low okay
6) What other services would you like to see provided at public

moorage facilities? restrooms jmore information/signs Ipicnic areas
Jswim areas 16 mooring buoys natural interpretation 12 fish cleaning areas
_other Fresh Water = 9, Garbage Cans = 4

7) Are you willing to use a moorage facility which is not connected to land? $_yes ino
Day Use? 81 yes no For Overnight Use? 75 yes ...2no

8) Do you feel that there should be more public moorage facilities along the lower Columbia River
between St. Helens and Astoria? 2yes itno
If yes, How Many?AV=2.84

9) Would you increase your use of the lower Columbia River if more public moorage facilities
were provided between St. Helens and Astoria? !Lyes 4no
If yes, Estimated Trips/Year? AV=4 Length of Stay? AV=3 days

10) (On Map) Between St. Helens and Astoria, mark where would you like to see public moorage
facilities provided? SEE FIGURE 5E

11) Do you stop at any of the above-noted locations currently?
yes 7no

How Often? AV=2 times/year

Further Comments:

Dredging (Bayport, Cove Marina, and Clatskanie River) 3
Need facilities with land access 3
Martin Slough is used a lot 2
Prefer islands (limits use to bigger boats) 2
Prefer piling inside docks 2
Rainier Marina needs berm and transient dock/upgrade docks 2
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Ties up to log booms sometimes 2
Yacht clubs/large boats take over facilities/space 2
Add more moorage in Portland before adding more docks downstream 1

Blind Slough area wouldn't get enough use to justify 1

Current too swift at Longview 1

Daytime user of Willamette 1

Docks-only facilities, no other development 1

Don't raise license fees 1

Goes to Warrenton twice a year 1

Hadley's Landing needs sanitary facilities 1

Have to schedule trips going south to avoid busy times 1

Intended to go to Astoria but liked it at Sand lisnad 1

Likes Coon Island (no dogs) 1

Long waits at Rainier 1

Might use Lower Columbia more, depends on fuel prices 1

Need docks with no land access 1

Need maps of marine park sites 1

Need to license dinghys 1

New boater 1

Not familiar enough with river 1

Nothing on Oregon side/Rainier area worthy of overnight mooring 1

Prairie & Clifton Channels not well marked, shallow 1

Repair service facilities 1

Sand Island is too windy to get much use 1

Sandy Island may provide needed facilities 1

Separate docks for power/sail (power boats get here first and
take all the space) 1

Was shot at this summer 1

Would like ladders on ends of finger piers 1

Wouldn't go beyond Walker Island 1
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